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The resonant excitation of an electromagnetic guided mode of a slab structure by
exterior radiation results in anomalous scattering behavior, including sharp energy-
transmission anomalies and field amplification around the frequency of the slab mode.
In the case of a periodically layered ambient medium, anisotropy serves to couple
the slab mode to radiation. Exact expressions for scattering phenomena are proved
by analyzing a pole of the full scattering matrix as it moves off the real frequency
axis into the lower half complex plane under a detuning of the wavevector parallel
to the slab. The real pole is the frequency of a perfect (infinite Q) guided mode,
which becomes lossy as the frequency gains an imaginary part. This work extends
results of Shipman and Venakides to evanescent source fields and two-dimensional
parallel wavevector and demonstrates by example how the latter allows one to control
independently the width and central frequency of a resonance by varying the angle
of incidence of the source field. The analysis relies on two nondegeneracy conditions
of the complex dispersion relation for slab modes (relating poles of the scattering
matrix to wavevector), which were assumed in previous works and are proved in
this work for layered media. One of them asserts that the dispersion relation near
the wavevector κ and frequency ω of a perfect guided mode is the zero set of a
simple eigenvalue �(κ, ω), and the other relates ∂�/∂ω to the total energy of the
mode, thereby implying that this derivative is nonzero. C© 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4824686]

I. INTRODUCTION

When an electromagnetic mode of a slab or film is excited by an exterior source field, delicate
resonance phenomena occur. The most notable are high field amplification and sharp variations of
the transmitted energy across the slab as the frequency and angle of incidence of the source field are
tuned. These phenomena are utilized in photonic devices such as lasers12 and light-emitting diodes
(LEDs).5

Excitation of a guided mode is typically achieved by periodic variation of the dielectric properties
of the slab in directions parallel to it. The periodicity couples radiating Rayleigh-Bloch waves with
evanescent ones composing a guided mode.6 In an explicit example, we show that coupling can be
achieved without periodicity of the slab by replacing the air with an anisotropic ambient medium
that supports radiation and evanescent modes at the same frequency and wavevector along the slab.

This paper analyzes resonant scattering phenomena through the perturbation of a pole of a
scattering matrix representing the complex frequency of a generalized (leaky) guided mode, or
scattering resonance. The real frequency of a perfect guided mode (infinite quality factor) attains a
small imaginary part as the wavevector parallel to the slab is detuned from the precise value required
to support the perfect mode. This is a manifestation of the instability of a perfect guided mode whose
frequency is embedded in the continuous spectrum of radiation states. Spectrally embedded guided
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FIG. 1. (Left) A periodic layered medium with anisotropic layers. (Right). A defective layer, or slab, embedded in an ambient
periodic layered medium. In this example, the structure is symmetric about the centerline of the slab.

modes have been demonstrated in periodic photonic structures,3, 21, 22, 24–26 discrete systems,15, 19 and
anisotropic layered media.23

The characteristic peak-dip shape of resonant transmission anomalies (Figs. 3 and 5) is often
called a “Fano resonance” or “Fano lineshape.” There are several formulae for the Fano lineshape
in the literature that are based on the underlying principle of coupling between an oscillatory mode
of a structure and radiation states.4, 6–8 Our analysis of the scattering matrix yields a formula for
the transmission anomaly and the associated field amplification that is based solely on the Maxwell
equations, without invoking a heuristic model. The formula shows explicitly how the frequencies of
the peaks and dips depend on the angle of incidence. The reduction of the problem to the scattering
matrix is an expression of the universal applicability of the formulae to very general linear scattering
problems.

The descriptions of resonances in this work extend previous formulae, involving one angle of
incidence,18, 22 to two angles of incidence, and it is shown that this permits independent control
over the width and central frequency of a resonance; this is important, for example, in the tuning
of LED structures.5 Resonances can also be tuned by structural mechanisms, such as by rotating
the anisotropic slab in the example of Sec. II. We do not pursue structural perturbations in this
paper, but they can be incorporated into the analysis by treating structural parameters on par with
the wavevector.

Our analysis allows the ambient medium to be a 1D photonic crystal, that is, a periodically
layered medium. The slab or film consists of a defective layer, or slab, embedded in the ambient
medium (Fig. 1). Rigorous derivation of resonances based on the Maxwell equations requires a
careful treatment of energy density and flux in periodically layered media and new results on the
non-degeneracy of the dispersion relation for generalized guided modes. Theorems 4.4 relates the
frequency derivative of the dispersion relation for slab modes to the total energy of the mode and
leads to a justification of a genericity assumption that was made in previous works.18, 22

Layered media offer a scenario for resonant scattering by a planar waveguide that is physically
realistic yet simple enough to permit essentially exact calculations and quick numerical computations.
They provide model problems for computing, for instance, the effects of random fabrication errors
on resonant phenomena or scattering in the slow light regime.

This paper starts with an elaboration of an example of resonant scattering introduced in
Ref. 23. A second example in that work elucidates scattering in a “slow light” medium—a pe-
riodically layered medium in which the group velocity of the propagating mode in one direction
vanishes at a frequency in the interior of a spectral band.9, 28 This will be treated in detail in an
another communication.

Here is an overview of the content and main results of this paper.
Section II: An example of resonant scattering: An explicit construction demonstrates con-

cretely how a spectrally embedded guided mode can be created in an anisotropic layered medium and
how perturbations of the system result in resonant scattering. The example introduces key concepts,
such as the complex dispersion relation for guided slab modes, formulae for transmission anomalies,
and the quality factor.

Section III: Electrodynamics in lossless layered media: Reduction of the Maxwell equations
to a system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) in lossless anisotropic layered media is
reviewed. Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 relate energy density, flux, and conservation for harmonic fields at
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complex frequency directly to the Maxwell ODEs. These results, which do not appear to be in the
literature, provide the basis for the designation of rightward and leftward modes in the scattering
problem and the basis for Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 on the nondegeneracy of the complex dispersion
relation for slab modes, used in the analysis of scattering anomalies.

Section IV: Resonant scattering by a defect layer: Detailed descriptions of transmission
anomalies (Figs. 3 and 5 and Sec. IV D 1, Eq. (4.32)) and resonant field amplification (Sec. IV D 2)
are derived by perturbation analysis of scattering resonances, as they depend on the wavevector κ

parallel to the slab. The complex frequencies ω of the resonances are poles of the full scattering
matrix S(κ, ω) for fixed κ . Transmission anomalies are revealed by reduction to the far-field scattering
matrix S0(κ, ω) (4.1), whose entries are ratios of analytic functions that both vanish at the parameters
(κ0, ω0) of a perfect guided mode, as proved first in Ref. 22.

The analysis relies on certain generic nondegeneracy conditions on the guided-mode dispersion
relation that were assumed in previous works.18, 22 These conditions are proved for layered media in
two theorems stated in Sec. IV and proved in Sec. V.

Section V: Non-degeneracy of guided modes: Theorem 4.3 asserts that the dispersion re-
lation is the zero set of an analytic and algebraically simple eigenvalue of a matrix whose
nullspace corresponds to the guided modes of the slab. It also identifies the space of incoming
fields for which the scattering problem has a (nonunique) solution; this space includes propagating
harmonics.

Theorem 4.4 gives a formula for the ω-derivative of the dispersion relation at the wavevector-
frequency pair of a perfect guided mode in terms of the total energy of the mode. The derivative
cannot be zero because the energy density is positive.

Appendix: The Maxwell ODEs and EM energy in layered media: The dependence of the
Maxwell ODEs, their solutions, and energy density, on the system parameters (z, κ, ω) is discussed.
Theorem A.1 expresses the energy of a field in a periodic layered medium (1D photonic crystal) in
terms of the energy of a solution of an “effective” homogeneous ODE ψ ′ = i Kψ , where K is the
matrix Floquet exponent. This theorem is an extension to periodic media of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2
and is needed in the proof of Theorem 4.4.

II. AN EXAMPLE OF RESONANT SCATTERING

The objective of this section is to introduce the reader, through a concrete example, to the
resonance phenomena investigated in this article.

We explicitly construct spectrally embedded guided modes of a defect layer, or slab, embedded
in a homogeneous anisotropic ambient medium (Fig. 2). Perturbation of the exact parameters that
permit the construction of a guided mode results in resonant field amplification and sharp variations
in the transmission of energy of an incident plane wave across the slab—we call this resonant
scattering. Controlling the central frequency and the spectral width of a resonance is important for
applications.6 This example shows how these characteristics can be controlled independently by
varying the two-dimensional angle of incidence of the source field.

defect
layer

(slab)

ambient
medium

ambient
medium

xy plane

z = Lz = 0

FIG. 2. An infinite, homogeneous, or periodically layered, anisotropic ambient material is interrupted by a defect layer, or
slab, of length L of a contrasting medium.
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A. Modes of the ambient medium

In Fig. 2, the xy-plane is parallel to the layers, and the z-axis is perpendicular. Electromagnetic
fields at a fixed frequency ω and wavevector κ = (k1, k2) parallel to the defect layer have the form

E(x, y, z; t) = [E1(z), E2(z), E3(z)]T ei(k1x+k2 y−ωt) ,

H(x, y, z; t) = [H1(z), H2(z), H3(z)]T ei(k1x+k2 y−ωt) ,

and the Maxwell equations reduce to a four-dimensional ODE system for the tangential components
ψ(z) = [E1(z), E2(z), H1(z), H2(z)]T, described in detail in the Appendix,

dψ

dz
= i J A(z; κ, ω)ψ .

The z dependence of A comes through the dielectric and magnetic tensors ε(z) and μ(z). In general,
these are allowed to be periodic in the ambient medium, but, in the example we construct, they are
constant both in the ambient medium and in the defect layer.

At a typical pair (κ, ω), the ambient medium admits four modes—solutions of the form ψ(z) =
ψ0eik3z , where k3, the wavenumber perpendicular to the layer, is an eigenvalue of J A(κ, ω).

B. Spectrally embedded guided slab modes

The strategy for creating a spectrally embedded guided mode is to choose ε, μ, κ , and ω

so that J A(κ, ω) in the ambient medium admits two real wavenumbers ±k0p
3 ∈ R, corresponding

to propagating modes, and two imaginary wavenumbers ±k0e
3 ∈ iR, corresponding to exponential

modes, and then to arrange the defect layer just right so that the exponentially growing mode to the
left of the defect matches the exponentially decreasing mode to the right (see Fig. 4, top). Because
the ambient medium admits a propagating mode, ω will lie within the continuous spectrum for the
given wavevector κ .

Anisotropy is the key to creating simultaneous propagating and exponential modes. Let the
electric and magnetic tensors ε(0) and μ(0) of the ambient medium be

ε(0) =

⎡
⎢⎣

ε1 0 0

0 ε2 0

0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎦ , μ(0) =

⎡
⎢⎣

μ1 0 0

0 μ2 0

0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎦ (ambient space),

and let us consider fields that propagate parallel to the xz-plane, which means k2 = 0. One computes
the wavenumbers

k0e
3 =

[
ε1

(
ω2

c2
μ2 − k2

1

)]1/2

, k0p
3 =

[
μ1

(
ω2

c2
ε2 − k2

1

)]1/2

(k2 = 0).

Their associated eigenspaces are given by the relations{−ω
c ε1 E1 ± k0e

3 H2 = 0 , E2 = 0 , H1 = 0
}

for ±k0e
3 ,{

ω
c μ1 H1 ± k0p

3 E2 = 0 , H2 = 0 , E1 = 0
}

for ±k0p
3 ,

which place them in mutually orthogonal polarizations. Within a certain (k1, ω) region, one has
k0e

3 = i |k0e
3 | and k0p

3 = |k0p
3 |.

The trick to matching the evanescent modes across the defect layer is to build it of the same
material, but rotated by a right angle in the xy-plane so that its material tensors ε(1) and μ(1) are

ε(1) =

⎡
⎢⎣

ε2 0 0

0 ε1 0

0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎦ , μ(1) =

⎡
⎢⎣

μ2 0 0

0 μ1 0

0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎦ (defect layer).
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ω
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210−1−2

FIG. 3. (Left) These dispersion relations show frequency ω vs. propagation wavenumber k3 (when it is real) perpendicular to
the layers (z-direction) for the ambient medium (0p and 0e) and for the slab medium (1p and 1e). For the material coefficients
ε1 = 1.5, ε2 = 8, μ1 = 4, μ2 = 1, and wavevector κ0 = (k1, k2) = (0.5, 0) parallel to the layers, there is a frequency interval
I ≈ [0.25, 0.408248] in which each medium admits one propagating mode (0p and 1p) and one evanescent mode (0e and
1e). (Middle) When the length of the slab L and the frequency ω ∈ I satisfy this multi-branched relation, the slab supports
a perfect guided mode that falls off exponentially as |z| → ∞. Because the ambient medium supports a propagating mode
for ω ∈ I, the frequency of the guided mode is embedded in the continuous spectrum. The dotted line shows that, for L =
7, there are four guided-mode frequencies in I. (Right) The square root T (κ, ω) of the transmission is shown for a slab of
length L = 7 for κ = (0.5, 0) (dotted) and κ = (0.5, 0.03) (solid). The slab at κ = (k1, k2) = (0.5, 0) admits guided modes at
four frequencies within the interval I indicated by the intersection of the dashed line the middle graph with the four curves.
When k2 is perturbed, sharp transmission anomalies appear near the guided-mode frequencies.

The z-directional wavenumbers in this medium are
{
k1p

3 ,−k1p
3 , k1e

3 ,−k1e
3

}
, given by

k1p
3 =

[
ε2

(
ω2

c2
μ1 − k2

1

)]1/2

, k1e
3 =

[
μ2

(
ω2

c2
ε1 − k2

1

)]1/2

,

and their associate eigenspaces are given by the relations{−ω
c ε2 E1 ± k1p

3 H2 = 0 , E2 = 0 , H1 = 0
}

for ±k1p
3 ,{

ω
c μ2 H1 ± k1e

3 E2 = 0 , H2 = 0 , E1 = 0
}

for ±k1e
3 .

Figure 3 (left) shows the dispersion relations (ω vs. real k3) for the propagating modes of
the ambient space (superscript 0) and the defect layer (superscript 1) for hypothetical material
coefficients. In the frequency interval I indicated in the figure, the modes 0e and 1e are exponential
and the modes 0p and 1p are propagating. This situation is attained under the condition

max{ε1, μ2} ≤ min{ε2, μ1} and k1 �= 0 (assuming k2 = 0).

For frequencies in the interval I, the vector span of the ambient exponential modes (0e) coincides
with that of the propagating modes in the slab (1p). This allows the construction of guided modes
by matching evanescent fields outside the slab with oscillatory fields in the slab:⎡

⎢⎢⎣
E1

E2

H1

H2

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ = C1

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

−k0e
3

0

0
ω
c ε1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ e−ik0e

3 z, z < 0 (leftward evanescent)

= B1

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

k1p
3

0

0
ω
c ε2

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ eik1p

3 z + B2

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

−k1p
3

0

0
ω
c ε2

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ e−ik1p

3 z, 0 < z < L (oscillatory)

= C2

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

k0e
3

0

0
ω
c ε1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ eik0e

3 (z−L), L < z (rightward evanescent).
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Guided mode
κ = (0.5, 0)
ω ≈ 0.260165

Guided mode
κ = (0.5, 0)
ω ≈ 0.329608

Scattering field κ = (0.5, 0.22)
ω ≈ 0.398

Resonant field
κ = (0.5, 0.02)
ω ≈ 0.260694

Resonant field
κ = (0.5, 0.03)
ω ≈ 0.33

FIG. 4. The solid curves show the E2 and H1 components of electromagnetic field, and the dashed curves show the E1 and
H2 components. The slab (defect layer) lies between the vertical dashed lines. (Top) The guided modes corresponding to the
first and third of the four guided-mode frequencies indicated in Fig. 3 for L = 7. (Middle) Resonant amplification when an
incident plane wave is scattered at parameters (κ, ω) close to those of a guided mode. (Bottom) A non-resonant scattering
field; the source field is incident from the left.

By imposing continuity of this solution at the interfaces z = 0 and z = L, one obtains

2 cos(k1p
3 L) − i

(
k0e

3

k1p
3

ε2

ε1
− k1p

3

k0e
3

ε1

ε2

)
sin(k1p

3 L) = 0 (guided-mode condition). (2.1)

When plotted in the ω-L plane, this relation has multiple branches, which are shown in Fig. 3
(middle) for κ = (0.5, 0). For L = 7, for example, there are four frequencies in I that admit a guided
mode. The first and third modes are plotted in Fig. 4 (top).

C. Scattering of a propagating mode and transmission anomalies

When an electromagnetic mode of the ambient medium impinges upon the slab, say from the
left, it is scattered, resulting in a transmitted field on the right and a reflected field on the left:

ψ(z) =
⎧⎨
⎩

v+p eik0p
3 z + r−p v−p e−ik0p

3 z + r−e v−e e−ik0e
3 z (z < 0),

t+p v+p e ik+0p
3 z + t+e v+e e ik+0e

3 z (z > L).
(2.2)

Here, v±p,e are the eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues ±k0p,e
3 and v+peik0p

3 z is the incident
field. The resulting total field ψ(z) is called a scattering field; some are shown in Fig. 4 (middle,
bottom).

The transmission T (κ, ω)2 is the ratio of energy flux of the transmitted field to that of the
incident field, and it is equal to |t+ p|2; its value lies in the interval [0, 1]. Figure 3 (right) shows
T (κ, ω) vs. ω as ω traverses the interval I, which contains four guided mode frequencies for the
wavevector κ = κ0 = (0.5, 0). If κ is set exactly to κ0, the graph of T (κ, ω) is smooth, and the
guided mode frequencies cannot be detected. If k2 is perturbed from 0, the construction of perfect,
exponentially decaying guided modes at real frequencies breaks down. The destruction of a guided
mode at a frequency ω0 is marked by a sharp anomaly in the transmission graph, characterized by
a peak of 100% transmission and a dip of 0% transmission at frequencies separated by a spectral
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FIG. 5. The central frequency and width of transmission anomaly can be controlled by varying κ = (k1, k2) about the pair
κ0 = (0.5, 0) that admits a perfect guided mode at ω0 ≈ 0.26015. The black curves in the left-hand plots are the loci of
100% transmission (a = 0) and 0% transmission (b = 0) along two vertical planes in real (k1, k2, ω) space. They intersect
quadratically at the guided-mode pair (κ0, ω0). The vertical lines are the constant-κ lines along which the square root T (κ, ω)
of the transmission is evaluated in the right-hand plots. The wavenumber k1 linearly controls the center of a resonance by
changing the frequency ω0 of the perfect guided mode, and k2 controls the width of the anomaly like ck2

2 as the perfect guided
mode is destroyed.

deviation on the order of (k2)2. This feature is often called a Fano transmission resonance or a Fano
lineshape and is accompanied by the excitation of a “guided resonance” along the slab.

Another way to excite a guided resonance is to rotate the slab so that the two polarizations no
longer match exactly at the interface between the ambient medium and the slab, so that again the
construction of a perfect guided mode breaks down. This results in a similar transmission graph to
that in Fig. 3.

D. Controlling resonances

The components of the parallel wavevector κ = (k1, k2) independently control the central fre-
quency and the width of a transmission resonance. This is because a perfect guided mode is robust
with respect to k1 and non-robust with respect to k2. As k1 varies, the mode does not couple with
radiation and retains its infinite Q-value, but its frequency changes. As k2 varies, the conditions for a
perfect mode are destroyed and the mode becomes leaky, but the central frequency of the resonance
remains fixed (to leading order).

To be concrete, let us consider the pair κ0 = (0.5, 0) and a frequency ω0 corresponding to
Fig. 3, for which a guided slab mode can be constructed. The loci of 100% and 0% transmission in
real (κ, ω) space near (κ0, ω0) are given by power series in k̃1 = k1−0.5 and k2 for k2 �= 0,

T (κ, ω) = 1 ⇐⇒ ω = ωmax(κ) := ω0 − �1k̃1 − �21k̃2
1 − r2k2

2 + . . . ,

T (κ, ω) = 0 ⇐⇒ ω = ωmin(κ) := ω0 − �1k̃1 − �21k̃2
1 − t2k2

2 + . . . ,

with r2 �= t2, as illustrated in Fig. 5 (left), and the ellipses indicate O(|(k̃1, k2)|3). In this example,
all the coefficients are real—ω is a real-analytic function of κ—and when k2=0, the expressions for
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FIG. 6. This a depiction of the complex dispersion relation D(κ, ω) = 0 for generalized guided modes for real wavevector
κ ∈ R2 and complex frequency ω ∈ C near a real wavevector-frequency pair (κ0, ω0) ≈ (0.5, 0, 0.26015) (green) for which
the slab admits a true, exponentially decaying guided mode. The relation is symmetric in k2 and has the form ω − ω0 +
�1k1 + �21k2

1 + �22k2
2 + · · · = 0, with �1 real, Im �21 > 0, and Im �22 > 0. (1) A segment of the k1-axis is mapped implicitly

by D(κ, ω) = 0 to the real ω axis. This is due to the explicit construction, which decouples the two types of fields (E1, 0, 0,
H2) and (0, E2, H1, 0) when k2 = 0. (2) The k2-axis is mapped to a curve in the lower half ω-plane emanating from ω0 in
the direction of − �22. The hollow dots indicate the κ values used in Fig. 5 (top) and the corresponding ω values satisfying
D(κ, ω) = 0. (3) The line κ = τ (2/

√
29, 5/

√
29) ≈ τ (0.371, 0.928) is mapped to the curve in the lower half ω-plane that is

tangent to the real axis at (κ, ω). The solid dots indicate the κ values used in Fig. 5 (bottom) and the corresponding ω values
satisfying D(κ, ω) = 0.

ωmax(κ) and ωmin(κ) are identical and the anomaly reduces to the single k1-dependent frequency of
the guided mode. The reality of the coefficients can be proved for a slab that is symmetric in z.20

The wavenumber k1 controls the central frequency of an anomaly by shifting the frequency ω0

of the guided mode. Thus no anomaly emerges with a perturbation of k1; the spectral width of the
resonance remains zero. On the other hand, if k2 is perturbed from 0, a transmission anomaly of
width on the order of |t2 − r2|(k2)2 opens up. The central frequency of the anomaly is, to linear
order, unchanged because of the symmetric dependence of the scattering problem on k2 coming
from the reflection symmetry of the structure and the Maxwell equations under the map (x, y, z) →
(x, − y, z).

E. Complex dispersion relation and generalized guided modes

As we have discussed, the perfect guided slab mode we have constructed is an eigenstate at
a frequency ω0 embedded in the continuous spectrum for the Maxwell equations corresponding to
a fixed wavenumber, say κ0 = (0.5, 0) as in the figures. One can consider the mode to be a finite-
energy state, or a bound state, when viewed as a function of z alone, forgetting its infinite extent in
x and y.

The destruction of the perfect guided mode under a perturbation of k2 from 0 is a manifestation
of the instability of embedded eigenvalues under generic perturbations of a system. The annihilation
of a positive eigenfrequency corresponds to a pole of a scattering matrix moving off of the real
ω axis as it attains a small negative imaginary part, and this marks the onset of resonance. The
complex poles are called “scattering resonances.” They have a long history in scattering theory; see,
for example, Vol. IV, Sec. XXII of Ref. 17 on the Auger states and Refs. 30 and 31.

A relation D(κ, ω) = 0 that defines the (complex) frequency of a scattering matrix parameterized
by κ is known as the dispersion relation for generalized guided slab modes. It is depicted in Fig. 6 for
real κ . A guided mode corresponding to a real pair (κ0, ω0) is always exponentially confined to the
slab and has no attenuation temporally or along the slab—it is a perfect guided mode, experiencing
no damping (infinite quality factor). A generalized guided mode, where either κ or ω has a nonzero
imaginary part, has either temporal attenuation or spatial attenuation along the slab. These modes
underly the theory of “leaky modes” as described, for example, in Refs. 11, 14, and 24.

In Sec. IV of this paper, we analyze the case of real parallel wavevectors, i.e., for κ ∈ R2. A
generalized guided mode for real κ and complex ω always has exponential growth in |z| away from
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the slab. This spatial growth is well known in scattering theory, as in the Helmholtz resonator1 or
the Lamb model of a spring-mass system attached to a string.13

The analysis of transmission anomalies in Sec. IV centers on perturbation of the scattering
matrix around a real point (κ0, ω0) satisfying the dispersion relation D(κ0, ω0) = 0. In the example
of this section, one has, near the guided mode parameters (κ0, ω0),

D(κ, ω) = 0 ⇐⇒ ω = ωg(κ) := ω0 − �1k̃1 − �21k̃2
1 − �22k2

2 + . . . ,

with �1 and �21 real valued. Observe that the linear part of the frequency ω of a generalized guided
mode, as a function of κ − κ0 = (k̃1, k2), is real and coincides with the loci of 100% and 0%
transmission. This is proved in general in Sec. IV D 1 following Refs. 16 and 18. In the example of
this section, ω is real when k2 = 0. In addition, Im �22 > 0, which means that when k2 is perturbed
from 0, ω enters the lower half complex plane, becoming a scattering resonance.

Denote by ωcent the real part of the generalized guided-mode frequency as a function of real κ ,

ωcent(κ) := Re ωg(κ) = ω0 − �1k̃1 − �21 k̃2
1 − Re �22 k2

2 + . . . .

The central frequency ωcent lies between the frequencies of 0% and 100% transmission. This is seen
through the relation

(r2 − Re �22)(t2 − Re �22) = −(Im �22)2 .

Thus Im �22 is the geometric average of the differences |r2 − Re �22| and |t2 − Re �22|, and Proposi-
tion 4.1(g) expresses them explicitly in terms of Im �22.

F. Fano-type resonance

The formulas for anomalies presented in Sec. IV D generalize the Fano peak-dip shape and were
first proved in Refs. 16 and 22 in the case of a one-dimensional parallel wavevector. The transmission
has the form

T (κ, ω)2 = t2
0

∣∣� + (t2 − Re �22)k2
2 + . . .

∣∣2∣∣� + ik2
2 Im �22 + . . .

∣∣2 (1 + . . . ) ,

in which � = ω − ωcent(κ) is the deviation of ω from the center of the resonance and the ellipses
indicate higher order terms. Ignoring the higher order terms, one obtains the Fano lineshape8

T (κ, ω)2 ≈ const.
(q + e)2

1 + e2
, (2.3)

in which q and e are defined through

� = ω − ωcent(κ) (deviation from central frequency),

	 = 2k2
2 Im �22 > 0 (resonance width),

e = �

	/2
(normalized frequency),

q = t2 − Re �22

Im �22
(asymmetry parameter).

The relation between the width of the resonance and the imaginary part of �22 is a form of the Fermi
Golden Rule (see Sec. 12.6 of Ref. 17).

The term “Fano resonance” originated as a description of peak-dip features of atomic and
molecular spectra. It is characterized universally by the coupling between a mode of a structure
and radiation states, which results in extreme sensitivity of scattered fields around the frequency
of the mode. There are several formulas in the literature based on heuristics of mode-radiation
coupling,4, 6, 7 including that of Fano (2.3).8 The approach in Ref. 22 and in this paper assumes only
the underlying equations (the Maxwell equations here) and proves rigorous formulas for scattering
anomalies from them. The analysis centers around the perturbation of poles of a scattering matrix
(here the frequencies ωg of a guided mode) around a pole on the real ω axis, as the system parameters
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FIG. 7. Resonant field amplification that occurs when an incident field strikes the slab can be measured by the modulus A

of the coefficient of the reflected evanescent mode. Amplification occurs at wavevector-frequency pairs (κ, ω) near those of
a real pair (κ0, ω0) ≈ (0.5, 0, 0.26015) that admits a guided mode. (Above) The incident field is a propagating mode of the
ambient space, and A is plotted versus frequency ω for different values of κ . Maximal field amplification is of order 1/|κ |
as long as k2 �= 0, and the interval of amplification shrinks as |κ |2. At κ = κ0, A = 0, and there is no field amplification.
(Below) The incident field is an evanescent harmonic, and log A is plotted versus frequency ω for different values of κ (left).
Maximal field amplification is of order 1/|κ |2 (for k2 �= 0). At κ = κ0, field amplification is of order 1/|ω − ω0|.

are varied (κ or structural parameters). This is an expression of universal applicability of the formulas
to linear systems in electromagnetics, acoustics, and other continuous and discrete15, 19 systems.

G. Quality factor

The quality factor (Q-factor) of a resonant mode tends to infinity as the mode approaches a
perfect guided mode with no damping. It can be defined in terms of the generalized guided mode
associated with the frequency ωg, as the ratio of the energy stored in the mode within a volume to
the energy dissipated from the mode within that volume in one temporal cycle. Equation (3.11) in
Sec. III B allows one to relate this quantity to the resonant width and frequency,

Q =
∣∣Re ωg(κ)

∣∣
−2 Im ωg(κ)

∼ |ω0|
	

= O(|k2|−2) (quality factor). (2.4)

H. Resonant field amplification

When an incident propagating field at real parameters (κ, ω) near a pair (κ0, ω0) of a perfect
guided slab mode is scattered, the field in the slab is highly amplified and resembles the guided
mode, as shown Fig. 4 (middle). These fields are called guided resonances,6 and one thinks of them
as a coupling between radiation (propagating modes in the ambient medium) and a guided mode.
Field amplification occurs around the real part of the frequency of the generalized guided mode
ω = ωcent(κ) for real perturbations (k̃1, k2) from κ0, as shown in Fig. 7 (top).

The frequency interval of amplification shrinks to the single guided-mode frequency ω0 as
k2 → 0. At k2 = 0, no amplification is observed at frequencies near ω0. This is because, at
κ = κ0 = (0.5, 0) (or more generally κ0 = (k1, 0)), the guided mode is a perfect, infinite-lifetime,
finite-energy, spectrally embedded state and is thus decoupled from radiation states. Along the real
part of the generalized guided-mode frequency relation ω = ωcent(κ), field amplification is on the
order of c/|k2|, as observed in Fig. 7 (top). This law is proved in a general setting in Sec. IV D 2.
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I. Scattering of an evanescent field

We have just seen that, when the parallel wavevector κ of an incident propagating field is set
exactly to that of a real guided mode pair (κ0, ω0), but the frequency is allowed to vary from ω0,
no high-amplitude response is excited in the slab. On the other hand, an incident evanescent field
at wavevector-frequency pairs (κ0, ω) produces amplification that blows up as c/|ω − ω0|, a law
proved in Sec. IV D 2, as shown in Fig. 7 (bottom right). This is because the scattering problem
(2.2), with v+peik0p

3 z replaced by v+eeik0e
3 z , admits no solution (this is made precise in Theorem 4.3).

Along the relation ω = ωcent(κ), field amplification is on the order of c/|k2|2, a law proved in
Sec. IV D 2, as shown in Fig. 7 (bottom left).

III. ELECTRODYNAMICS IN LOSSLESS LAYERED MEDIA

This section develops the concepts from electrodynamics of lossless layered media that will be
needed for the analysis of resonant scattering. The reader may wish to skip directly to Sec. IV and
refer back to this material as needed.

Key results on the non-degeneracy of guided modes (Theorems 4.3 and 4.4) require a careful
treatment of energy density, flux, and velocity for time-harmonic electromagnetic fields for real and
complex frequencies. Section III A reviews the reduction of Maxwell equations in linear, nondis-
persive, lossless anisotropic layered media to a linear ODE system, which we call the canonical
Maxwell ODEs; details are relegated to the Appendix. Two new results, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2
establish relationships between energy and the Maxwell ODEs. Section III C discusses the Floquet
theory for the periodic ambient medium and defines the rightward and leftward modes.

A. The canonical Maxwell ODEs

The Maxwell equations for time-harmonic electromagnetic fields (E(r), H(r), D(r), B(r))e− iωt

(ω �= 0) in linear anisotropic media without sources are[
0 ∇×

−∇× 0

] [
E
H

]
= − iω

c

[
D
B

]
,

[
D
B

]
=
[

ε 0

0 μ

] [
E
H

]
(3.1)

(in Gaussian units), where c denotes the speed of light in a vacuum. We consider only non-dispersive
and lossless media, which means that the dielectric permittivity ε and magnetic permeability μ are
3 × 3 Hermitian matrices that depend only on the spatial variable r = (x, y, z). A stratified medium
is one for which ε and μ depend only on z. Thus

ε = ε(z) = ε(z)∗, μ = μ(z) = μ(z)∗, (3.2)

where * denotes the Hermitian conjugate (adjoint) of a matrix. Typically, a stratified medium consists
of layers of different homogeneous materials. We assume that each layer is passive. Thus, for some
positive constants c1 and c2,

0 < c1 I ≤ ε(z), μ(z) ≤ c2 I, (3.3)

for all z ∈ R, where I denotes the 3 × 3 identity matrix. The positive-definiteness of the material
tensors has implications for energy density and flux which enters the analysis of transmission
anomalies through Theorem 4.4 on the non-degeneracy of guided modes.

Because of the translation invariance of stratified media along the xy plane, solutions of
Eq. (3.1) are sought in the form [

E
H

]
=
[

E(z)

H(z)

]
ei(k1x+k2 y) , (3.4)

in which κ = (k1, k2) is the tangential wavevector. The Maxwell equations (3.1) for this type of
solution can be reduced to a system of ordinary differential equations for the tangential electric and
magnetic field components (see the Appendix) denoted by

ψ(z) = [E1(z), E2(z), H1(z), H2(z)]T ,
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−i J
d

dz
ψ(z) = A(z; κ, ω) ψ(z), (3.5)

in which

J =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0
0 −1 0 0
1 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , J ∗ = J−1 = J .

The 4 × 4 matrix A(z; κ, ω) is given by (A5) in the Appendix and is a Hermitian matrix for real
(κ, ω), ω �= 0. We will refer to the ODEs in (3.5) as the canonical Maxwell ODEs.

Boundary conditions for electromagnetic fields in layered media require that tangential electric
and magnetic field components ψ(z) be continuous across the layers, which means ψ is a continuous
function of z. Thus solutions are those satisfying the integral equation

ψ(z) = ψ(z0) +
∫ z

z0

i J−1 A(s; κ, ω)ψ(s)ds. (3.6)

The initial-value problem

−i J
d

dz
ψ(z) = A(z; κ, ω) ψ(z), ψ(z0) = ψ0 (3.7)

for the Maxwell ODEs (3.5) has a unique solution

ψ(z) = T (z0, z) ψ(z0) (3.8)

for each initial condition ψ0 ∈ C4. The 4 × 4 matrix T(z0, z) is called the transfer matrix. It satisfies

T (z0, z) = T (z1, z)T (z0, z1), T (z0, z1)−1 = T (z1, z0), T (z0, z0) = I, (3.9)

for all z0, z1, z ∈ R. As a function of z it is continuous and satisfies the integral equation (3.6) with
T(z0, z) in place of ψ(z). As a function of the wavevector-frequency pair (κ, ω) ∈ C2 × C \ {0}, it
is analytic. Perturbation analysis of analytic matrix-valued functions and their spectrum is central to
the study of scattering problems, particularly those involving guided modes, as in this work, or slow
light, as discussed in Refs. 9, 23, 27, and 28, for instance.

B. Electromagnetic energy flux and energy density

Two of the most important attributes of electrodynamics of layered media are energy flux and
energy density. The energy-conservation law for electromagnetics, known as Poynting’s theorem,
for time-harmonic fields E(r, t) = E(r)e− iωt, H(r, t) = H(r)e− iωt with complex frequency ω �= 0 in
linear, non-dispersive, lossless media is

− d

dt

∫
V

U (r, t) d3r =
∫

V
∇ · Re S (r, t) d3r =

∫
∂V

Re S (r, t) · n da . (3.10)

The volume V ⊆ R3 is bounded, its boundary ∂V has outward directed unit normal n, and

S (r, t) = S(r)e2 Im ωt , S(r) = c

8π
(E (r) × E (r)) ,

U (r, t) = U (r)e2 Im ωt , U (r) = 1

16π

(
(E (r) , D (r)) + (B (r) , H (r))

)
.

The overline denotes complex conjugation and ( · , · ) is the usual inner product in C3. As in the
case of purely oscillatory fields, i.e., Im ω = 0, it is fruitful to make an interpretation of (3.10).
With the real vector Re S(r, t) interpreted as energy flux associated with the field and the real scalar
U(r, t) interpreted as energy density, equality (3.10) is then interpreted as an energy conservation
law which says that the rate of decay of electromagnetic energy in a volume is a result of the outflow
of electromagnetic energy through the surface of the volume.

shipman
Cross-Out
H
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For a damped oscillation, that is, a time-harmonic field with a complex frequency ω with Im ω

< 0, the quality factor, or Q-factor, is commonly defined as the reciprocal of the relative rate of
energy dissipation per temporal cycle

Qω := 2π
Energy stored in system

Energy lost per cycle
= |Re ω|

∫
V U (r, t) d3r∫

∂V Re S (r, t) · n da
= |Re ω|

−2 Im ω
, (3.11)

where the latter equality follows from Poynting’s theorem (3.10). For purely oscillatory fields, i.e.,
Im ω = 0, the Q factor is defined to be Qω = + ∞.

For time-harmonic fields with real frequency, i.e., Im ω = 0, this conservation law is the well
known Poynting’s theorem for time-harmonic fields. In this case, S(r) is the complex Poynting vector
and Re S (r), U(r) are the time-averaged Poynting vector and total energy density, respectively, of
the sinusoidally varying fields,

Re S (r) = 〈c/4π Re E(r, t) × Re H(r, t)〉 ,

U (r) = 〈1/8π (Re E(r, t) · Re D(r, t) + Re B(r, t) · Re H(r, t))〉 ,

in which · denotes the dot product of two vectors in R3 and 〈 〉 denotes the time average over
one period of a periodic function. Thus (3.10) is the well known energy conservation law for the
time-averaged energy flux and energy density for the sinusoidally varying fields with the same
interpretation as above.

For fields of the form [E(z), H(z)]T ei(k1x+k2 y) (3.4) in a stratified medium, with κ = (k1, k2) ∈
R2, the energy conservation law (3.10) for the flow across the layers has a simplified form. For
the tangential electric and magnetic field components ψ = [E1, E2, H1, H2]T, the region V =
[x0, x1] × [y0, y1] × [z0, z1], and the positively directed normal vector e3, the energy conservation
law (3.10) yields

− 2 Im ω

∫ z1

z0

U (z) dz =
∫ z1

z0

d

dz
(Re S (z) · e3) dz = [ψ(z1), ψ(z1)] − [ψ(z0), ψ(z0)] , (3.12)

in which the energy-flux form [ · , · ] and the z-dependent Poynting vector S(z) and energy flux U(z)
are

[ψ1, ψ2] := c

16π
(Jψ1, ψ2), ψ1, ψ2 ∈ C4 ,

S(r) = S (z) = c

8π
(E (z) × H (z)),

Re S(r) · e3 = Re S(z) · e3 = [ψ(z), ψ(z)],

U (r) = U (z) = 1

16π
((ε (z) E (z) , E (z)) + (μ (z) H (z) , H (z))) ,

(3.13)

where ( · , · ) is the standard complex inner product in C4 with the convention of linearity in the
second component and conjugate-linearity in the first.

We have derived an important result: Up to multiplication by (x1 − x0)(y1 − y0)e2 Im ωt , the
energy conservation law (3.12) represents the differential energy flow across two parallel planes
(RHS of (3.12)) in terms of the energy between these planes (LHS of (3.12)) for time-harmonic
fields with complex frequency ω �= 0 and real tangential wavevector κ .

For damped oscillations, i.e., Im ω < 0, the positivity (3.3) of the media makes the LHS of (3.12)
positive, and so the RHS of (3.12) may be interpreted as the outward flux of electromagnetic energy
as it radiates from the interval (z0, z1), decaying exponentially in time as e2 Im ωt . For undamped
oscillations, i.e., Im ω = 0, one has the usual conservation of energy for lossless layered media, that
is, Re S(r) · e3 = [ψ(z), ψ(z)] is the z-independent time-averaged energy flux across the layers.

The energy flux [ · , · ] is an indefinite sesquilinear form associated with the canonical ODEs
(3.5). It will play a central role in the analysis of scattering and resonance. The adjoint of a matrix
M with respect to [ · , · ] is denoted by M [∗] and will be called the flux-adjoint of M. It is equal to

M [∗] = J−1 M∗ J , where M∗ = M
T

is the adjoint of M with respect to the standard inner product
( · , · ).
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If ω is real and nonzero and κ is real, then the matrix A is self-adjoint with respect to ( · , · ),
i.e., A* = A. The matrix J− 1A is self-adjoint and the transfer matrix T is unitary with respect to
[ · , · ], i.e., for any ψ1, ψ2 ∈ C4,

[J−1 Aψ1, ψ2] = [ψ1, J−1 Aψ2] , (J−1 A)[∗] = J−1 A ,

[T ψ1, ψ2] = [ψ1, T −1ψ2] , T [∗] = T −1 .

The flux-unitarity of T follows from the energy conservation law (3.12) and expresses the conser-
vation of energy in a z-interval [z0, z1] through the principle of energy-flux invariance for lossless
systems,

[ψ(z1), ψ(z1)] = [T (z0, z1)ψ(z0), T (z0, z1)ψ(z0)] = [ψ(z0), ψ(z0)]
(
(κ, ω) real

)
. (3.14)

If ω is complex, this flux is not invariant; instead one has (3.12) which, in terms of the
matrix A in the Maxwell ODEs, is stated in the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1 (Energy conservation law). Let ψ be a solution of the canonical Maxwell ODEs
(3.5) with nonzero frequency ω ∈ C and real tangential wave vector κ ∈ R2. For any z0, z1 ∈ R,

[ψ(z1), ψ(z1)]−[ψ(z0), ψ(z0)]=− c

8π

∫ z1

z0

(ψ(z), Im(A(z; κ, ω))ψ(z)) dz =−2 Im(ω)
∫ z1

z0

U (z) dz.

Proof. Since ψ is a solution to the Maxwell ODEs (3.5), it is an integrable solution and hence
satisfies for almost every z ∈ R the differential equations (3.5). Together with the definition of the
energy-flux form in (3.13) this implies for a.e. z ∈ R,

∂

∂z
[ψ(z), ψ(z)] =

[
∂

∂z
ψ(z), ψ(z)

]
+
[
ψ(z),

∂

∂z
ψ(z)

]

= c

16π
((i A(z; κ, ω)ψ(z), ψ(z)) + (ψ(z), i A(z; κ, ω)ψ(z)))

= − 2c

16π

(
ψ(z),

A(z; κ, ω) − A(z; κ, ω)∗

2i
ψ(z)

)

= − c

8π
(ψ(z), Im(A(z; κ, ω))ψ(z)) , (3.15)

with the LHS having the antiderivative function [ψ(z), ψ(z)]. On the other hand, by (3.12), the result
follows by integrating (3.15). �

Using Theorem 3.1 one derives the following formula for the energy density U(z) of any
time-harmonic electromagnetic field with real (κ, ω) in terms of its tangential components ψ(z).

Theorem 3.2 (Energy density). Let ψ be a solution of the canonical Maxwell ODEs (3.5) with
nonzero real frequency ω ∈ R and real tangential wave vector κ ∈ R2. Then the energy density U(z)
is given by

U (z) = c

16π

(
ψ(z),

∂ A

∂ω
(z; κ, ω)ψ(z)

)
.

Proof. Let ψ be a solution of the canonical Maxwell ODEs (3.5) with κ ∈ R2 and nonzero
ω0 ∈ R. We will show that

c

16π

(
ψ(z),

∂ A

∂ω
(z; κ, ω0)ψ(z)

)
= U (z) ,

for a.e. z ∈ R. We will prove this, suppressing the explicit dependence on κ .
The idea is to use a type of limiting absorption principle with the integral form of the energy

conservation law, that is, to consider Theorem 3.1 for time-harmonic fields with frequency ω = ω0

+ iη with nonzero ω0 ∈ R, 0 < η � 1 and take the limit as η → 0.
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Because ε and μ depend only on z, it is proved in the Appendix that A ∈ O(C \ {0} ,

M4 (L∞ (R))), where O denotes holomorphic functions. Thus for any ω0 ∈ R\ {0} there exist coef-
ficient functions of z,

{
A j (·)}∞j=0 ⊆ M4 (L∞ (R)), such that the power series

A (· ; ω) =
∞∑
j=0

A j (·) (ω − ω0) j , |ω − ω0| � 1

converges uniformly and absolutely in M4 (L∞ (R)) to A( · ; ω). This implies that in M4 (C) with
the standard Euclidean metric the partial derivative ∂ A

∂ω
(z; ω0) = limω→ω0

1
ω−ω0

(A(z; ω) − A(z; ω0))
exists for a.e. z ∈ R and

A1 (z) = ∂ A

∂ω
(z; ω0) for a.e. z ∈ R.

Moreover, by the Hermitian properties (A8) of A it follows that A j (z)∗ = A j (z) for a.e. z ∈ R for
each j. This implies

Im A (· ; ω0 + iη) =
∞∑
j=0

A j (·) Im
(
i j
)
η j , 0 < η � 1

and hence the normal limit

lim
η↓0

1

η
Im A (· ; ω0 + iη) = A1 (·) converges in M4

(
L∞ (R)

)
.

Now we know that ψ( · ) is a solution to the Maxwell ODEs (3.5) with nonzero real frequency
ω0. Let U( · ) denote its associated energy density. By the properties of the transfer matrix T(z0, z;
ω) we know that there exists ψ0 ∈ M4 (C) such that ψ( · ) = T(z0, · ; ω0)ψ0. Define ψ( · ; ω0 + iη)
= T(z0, · ; ω0 + iη)ψ0 and its associated energy density by U( · ; ω0 + iη). Then by continuity of
the energy density as proven in the Appendix [see (A17)] it follows that

lim
η↓0

ψ (· ; ω0 + iη) = ψ (·) converges in
(
L∞

loc (R)
)4

and lim
η↓0

U (· ; ω0 + iη) = U (·) converges in L∞
loc (R) .

Thus by the integral form of the energy conservation law, i.e., Theorem 3.1, it follows that

c

16π

(
ψ (· ; ω0 + iη) ,

1

η
Im A (·; ω0 + iη) ψ (· ; ω0 + iη)

)
= U (· ; ω0 + iη)

with equality in the sense of L∞
loc (R) and hence by continuity

c

16π
(ψ (·) , A1 (·) ψ (·)) = lim

η↓0

c

16π

(
ψ (· ; ω0 + iη) ,

1

η
Im A (z; ω0 + iη) ψ (· ; ω0 + iη)

)
= U (·)

converges in L∞
loc (R). Therefore, from these facts it follows that

c

16π

(
ψ (z) ,

∂ A

∂ω
(z; ω0) ψ (z)

)
= U (z) for a.e. z ∈ R.

This completes the proof. �

C. A periodic ambient medium

Let the materials ε and μ of the ambient space (Fig. 1 outside the slab) be periodic with period
d, i.e.,

ε(z + d) = ε(z), μ(z + d) = μ(z). (3.16)

Then for the Maxwell ODEs (3.5) the propagator i J−1 A(z; κ, ω) for the field ψ(z) along the z-axis
is d-periodic. According to the Floquet theory (see, e.g., Ch. II of Ref. 29), the general solution of
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the Maxwell ODEs is pseudo-periodic, meaning that the transfer matrix T(0, z) is the product of a
periodic matrix and an exponential matrix, T(0, z) = F(z)eiKz,

ψ(z) = F(z)ei K zψ(0) , F(z + d) = F(z) , F(0) = I .

For a real pair (κ, ω), F(z) can be chosen to be flux-unitary and the constant-in-z matrix K to be
flux-self-adjoint:

[F(z)ψ1, ψ2] = [ψ1, F(z)−1ψ2] , [Kψ1, ψ2] = [ψ1, Kψ2].

In concise notation, F(z)[∗] = F(z)−1 and K [∗] = K . The matrix T(0, d) = eiKd is called the mon-
odromy matrix for the sublattice dZ ⊂ R. The flux-self-adjointness of K implies that the conjugate
of any eigenvalue is also an eigenvalue. Moreover, for a pair (κ0, ω0) ∈ R2 × R/{0} these functions
F, K can also be chosen such that they are analytic in a complex neighborhood of that pair which
follows from the properties (A14), (A8) of A and Ref. 29 (Sec. III.4.6). We shall assume that this is
the case in a complex neighborhood of a pair (κ0, ω0).

In the example of Sec. II the ambient medium has F(z) = I and K = J− 1A, with A a constant
matrix. The condition that the ambient medium simultaneously allows a pair of propagating modes
and a pair of evanescent modes is generalized for a periodic ambient medium by the condition that
K has two real eigenvalues k− p, k+ p and a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues k− e, k+ e. We
assume that this is the case in a real neighborhood of a pair (κ0, ω0). Because K (κ, ω) is analytic
and [Kψ1, ψ2] = [ψ1, Kψ1], it suffices to make the following assumption at (κ0, ω0):

Assumption 1. For the real pair (κ0, ω0), the matrix K̊ = K (κ0, ω0) is diagonalizable with
diagonal form

˚̃K =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

k̊−p 0 0 0
0 k̊+p 0 0
0 0 k̊−e 0
0 0 0 k̊+e

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ,

{
k̊−p , k̊+p ∈ R , k̊−p �= k̊+p ,

k̊−e = k̊+e , Im k̊+e > 0 .
(3.17)

In addition, the eigenvectors v̊±p of K̊ corresponding to k̊±p satisfy

[v̊+p, v̊+p] > 0 and [v̊−p, v̊−p] < 0.

The eigenvalues are extensible to analytic functions k±p(κ, ω) and k±e(κ, ω) in a neighborhood
of (κ0, ω0), and the eigenvectors v±p(κ, ω) and v±e(κ, ω) can be chosen to be analytic. The conditions
of Assumption 1 hold for all (κ, ω) near (κ0, ω0). The theory of linear algebra in the presence of
an indefinite form10 allows the eigenvectors to be chosen such that, with respect to the basis
{v−p, v+p, v−e, v+e}, energy flux and K have the forms

(
[vi , v j ]

)
i, j∈{−p,+p,−e,+e} =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

−1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦
(
for (κ, ω) real

)
, K̃ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

k−p 0 0 0

0 k+p 0 0

0 0 k−e 0

0 0 0 k+p

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ .

(3.18)

The diagonal form of K holds in a complex neighborhood of (κ0, ω0), whereas the form for energy
flux holds only in a real neighborhood.

The general solution to the Maxwell ODE system is

ψ(z) = F(z)
(
a v−peik−p z + b v+peik+p z + c v−eeik−ez + d v+eeik+p z

)
, a, b, c, d ∈ C.

Equation (3.18) indicates the energy-flux interactions among the four modes, which is independent
of z:

[ψ(z), ψ(z)] = −|a|2 + |b|2 + cd̄ + c̄d for (κ, ω) real. (3.19)
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The modes are designated as rightward or leftward as follows:

leftward propagating : w−p(z) = F(z) v−peik−p z,

rightward propagating : w+p(z) = F(z) v+peik+p z,

leftward evanescent : w−e(z) = F(z) v−eeik−ez,

rightward evanescent : w+e(z) = F(z) v+eeik+ez .

(3.20)

The modes w±e remain evanescent near (κ0, ω0) because the eigenvalues k± e have nonzero imaginary
parts. The modes w±p attain exponential growth or decay, depending on the sign of Im ω.

Theorem A.1, proved later on, relates the energy density U(z), as given by Theorem 3.2 to the
corresponding one for which the z-dependent propagator matrix A is replaced by the “effective”
z-independent propagator matrix K. Both give the same total energy in a full period,

c

16π

∫ d

0

(
∂ A

∂ω
(z; κ0, ω0)ψ1(z), ψ2(z)

)
dz =

∫ d

0

[
d K

dω
(ω0)ei K (ω0)zψ1(0), ei K (ω0)zψ2(0)

]
dz.

(3.21)
This fact is used to show how the imaginary parts of the exponents k± p change as ω attains a small
imaginary part.

Theorem 3.3 (Analytic continuation of modes). For (κ, ω) near (κ0, ω0) with κ real, both
Im k+ p and − Im k− p have the same sign as Im ω.

Proof. The proof is essentially based on the well-known principle that for propagating elec-
tromagnetic Bloch waves in a passive and lossless periodic medium, the group velocity equals the
energy velocity which points in the same direction as the energy flux since energy density must be
positive.

Begin by differentiating the relation (K (ω) − k±p(ω))v±p(ω) = 0 with respect to ω and applying
[v±p, ·] to the result yields[

v±p,

(
∂K

∂ω
− ∂k±p

ω

)
v±p

]
+
[
v±p, (K − k±p)

∂v±p

∂ω

]
= 0.

By the flux-self-adjointness of K and the reality of k± p for real κ and ω, the second term vanishes,
leaving

∂k±p

∂ω
[v±p, v±p] =

[
v±p,

∂K

∂ω
v±p

]
. (3.22)

In (3.21), put ψ1(0) = ψ2(0) = v±p. Then ψ1(z) = ψ2(z), and the left-hand side is positive because
the integrand, by Theorem 3.2, is equal to the positive energy density U(z) given by (3.13). Since
ei K zψ1(0) = eik±p zv±p, the right-hand side of (3.21) is∫ d

0

[
d K

dω
v±p, v±p

]
dz = d

[
d K

dω
v±p, v±p

]
,

and the right-hand side of (3.22) is therefore positive. Thus ∂k± p/∂ω and [v±p, v±p] have the same
sign and the theorem follows. �

Denote by P− p, P+ p, P− e, and P+ e the rank-1 complementary projections (their sum is the
identity) onto the corresponding eigenspaces of K and by P− and P+ the rank-2 complementary
projections onto the leftward and rightward spaces of C4:

P− = P−p + P−e , Ran(P−) = span{v−p, v−e},
P+ = P+p + P+e , Ran(P+) = span{v+p, v+e}.

(3.23)

The form of the flux interaction matrix in (3.18) plays an important role in the way fields are
scattered by an obstacle, particularly at resonance. The critical fact is that each oscillatory mode
carries energy in isolation while the evanescent modes induce energy flux only when superimposed
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with one another. This idea is manifest in the flux-adjoints of the projection operators: Both projec-
tions P− p and P+ p onto the “propagating subspaces” are flux-self-adjoint, and the projections P− e

and P+ e onto the “evanescent subspaces” are flux-adjoints of each other:

[P−pψ1, ψ2] = [ψ1, P−pψ2], [P+pψ1, ψ2] = [ψ1, P+pψ2] , [P−eψ1, ψ2] = [ψ1, P+eψ2].
(3.24)

In concise notation, P [∗]
±p = P±p and P [∗]

−e = P+e.

IV. RESONANT SCATTERING BY A DEFECT LAYER

This section, especially Sec. IV D, contains the heart of this work, namely, a rigorous analysis
of guided modes and the anomalous scattering behavior exemplified by the system in Sec. II,
specifically, resonant transmission anomalies and field amplification.

We investigate scattering of a time-harmonic electromagnetic field by a defective layer, or slab,
embedded in a layered ambient medium (Fig. 2). The materials ε, μ are lossless and passive—
they satisfy (3.2) and (3.3). We work near a real wavevector-frequency pair (κ0, ω0) at which the
ambient medium admits rightward and leftward propagating and evanescent modes, according to
Assumption 1. P+ and P− are the projections (3.23) onto the two-dimensional rightward and
leftward mode spaces, as described in Sec. III C, and T = T(0, L) denotes the transfer matrix across
the slab.

The analysis of transmission anomalies is based on a few key points, which are developed
rigorously in the subsections below.

1. An analytic eigenvalue �(κ, ω) (of the matrix TP− − P+ introduced below), whose zero
set defines the dispersion relation for generalized guided modes, is algebraically simple at a
real pair (κ0, ω0) of a guided slab mode. This was hypothesized in previous works18, 22 on
transmission anomalies and is established for layered media in Theorem 4.3.

2. The far-field scattering matrix is the ratio of analytic functions of (κ, ω) whose zero sets
intersect at a real pair (κ0, ω0) of a perfect guided slab mode,

S0(κ, ω) =
[

t+p(κ, ω) r+p(κ, ω)

r−p(κ, ω) t−p(κ, ω)

]
= 1

�(κ, ω)

[
b1(κ, ω) a2(κ, ω)

a1(κ, ω) b2(κ, ω)

]
. (4.1)

3. For κ ∈ R2, the poles in the ω-plane of the full scattering matrix are in the lower half-plane.
4. The eigenvalue �(κ, ω) is nondegenerate in the sense that

∂�

∂ω
(κ0, ω0) �= 0 .

The proof is nontrivial and requires a careful treatment of electromagnetic energy density and
flux in layered media. This generic condition was hypothesized in Refs. 18 and 22 and is now
established for layered media in Theorem 4.4.

A. The scattering problem and guided modes

Let the slab extend from z = 0 to z = L as in Fig. 1. It is convenient to define the point z = L so
that the electromagnetic coefficients ε(z) and μ(z) in the period [ − d, 0] are identical to those in the
period [L, L + d] (i.e., ε(z + L + d) = ε(z) and μ(z + L + d) = μ(z) for all z ∈ [ − d, 0]). Thus,
in the ambient space, any solution ψ of the Maxwell ODEs (3.5) has the form

z < 0 : ψ(z) = F(z)ei K zψ(0) ,

z > L : ψ(z) = F(z − L)ei K (z−L)ψ(L) ,
(4.2)

with ψ(0) and ψ(L) related through the flux-unitary transfer matrix across the slab T = T(0, L),

T ψ(0) = ψ(L), T := T (0, L), [T ψ1, ψ2] = [ψ1, T −1ψ2]. (4.3)

The scattering problem for this stratified medium, as illustrated in Fig. 8, can be described as
follows. A harmonic source located to the left of some point z− < 0, emits a field that, in the region
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FIG. 8. Scattering of harmonic source fields in a periodic ambient medium by a defect layer (slab), at frequency ω and
wavevector κ parallel to the slab. Sources on each side of the slab emit fields, which arrive at the slab as incoming propagating
and evanescent modes. Scattering by the slab results in an outgoing field, whose modes are directed in the opposite direction
to the incoming modes. The periodic factor F(z) (left) and F(z − L) (right) are omitted.

z− < z ≤ 0, is of the rightward form ψ in
+ (z) = j+pw+p(z) + j+ew+e(z) (see (3.20)), and a source

to the right of a point z+ > L emits a field that, in the region L ≤ z < z+ , is of the leftward form
ψ in

− (z) = j−pw−p(z − L) + j−ew−e(z − L). In the specified domains, these fields are designated as
incoming, or incident, as they are directed from their sources toward the slab. In the absence of
the slab, with L = 0, they would continue indefinitely to ± ∞ where they would become outgoing
fields. But with the slab present, the outgoing field is modified. To the left of the slab (z− < z ≤
0), it is of the leftward form ψout

− (z) = u−pw−p(z) + u−ew−e(z), and to the right (L ≤ z < z+ ) it is
rightward, ψout

+ (z) = u+pw+p(z − L) + u+ew+e(z − L).
A solution ψ(z) to the scattering problem is a solution of the Maxwell ODEs (3.5) that is

decomposed outside the slab into incoming and outgoing parts. This decomposition expands the
solution (4.2) into physically meaningful modes,

z < 0 : ψ(z) = ψout
− (z) + ψ in

+ (z)

= u−pw−p(z) + u−ew−e(z) + j+pw+p(z) + j+ew+e(z)

= F(z)
(
u−pv−peik−p z + u−ev−eeik−ez + j+pv+peik+p z + j+ev+eeik+ez

)
,

z > L : ψ(z) = ψ in
− (z) + ψout

+ (z)

= j−pw−p(z − L) + j−ew−e(z − L) + u+pw+p(z − L) + u+ew+e(z − L)

= F(z − L)
(

j−pv−peik−p(z−L) + j−ev−eeik−e(z−L) + u+pv+peik+p(z−L)

+ u+ev+eeik+e(z−L)
)
.

(4.4)

The field ψ(z) is determined by ψ(0) or ψ(L) alone, and these boundary values are related
through the slab transfer matrix T by Tψ(0) = ψ(L), which has the block form[

T−− T−+
T+− T++

][
ψout

− (0)

ψ in
+ (0)

]
=
[

ψ in
− (L)

ψout
+ (L)

]
, (4.5)

T−− = P−T P− , T−+ = P−T P+ , T+− = P+T P− , T++ = P+T P+ .

This equation can be rearranged to separate the incoming (given) outgoing (unknown) fields,[
−I T−+
0 T++

][
ψ in

− (L)

ψ in
+ (0)

]
+
[

T−− 0

T+− −I

][
ψout

− (0)

ψout
+ (L)

]
= 0. (4.6)

By defining incoming and outgoing vectors in C4 by

� in = ψ in
− (L) + ψ in

+ (0) , �out = ψout
− (0) + ψout

+ (L) ,
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the form (4.6) of the scattering problem may be written concisely as

(T P− − P+)�out + (T P+ − P−)� in = 0 (scattering problem). (4.7)

This formulation reduces the scattering problem to finite-dimensional linear algebra involving the
analytic slab transfer matrix T = T (κ, ω) and the eigenspaces of K = K (κ, ω), where eiKd is the
analytic monodromy matrix for the periodic ambient medium.

The scattering problem is uniquely solvable for �out whenever TP− − P+ is invertible. When
it is not invertible, there is a nonzero vector �out that solves (4.7) with � in = 0. In this case, the
projections of the vector �out onto the leftward and rightward subspaces are the traces of a solution
ψ g(z) of the Maxwell ODEs that is outgoing as |z| → ∞. Because it has no incoming component on
either side, conservation of energy for real (κ, ω) (3.19) requires that it be exponentially decaying
as |z| → ∞. Such a field is a guided mode of the slab, and its vector �out of traces at z = 0 and
z = L satisfies

(T P− − P+)�g = 0 (guided-mode equation). (4.8)

Observe that (4.7) and (4.8) for scattering fields and guided modes remain unchanged if the
factor F(z) is removed from the fields (4.4) in the ambient medium since F(0) = I. This amounts to
replacing the transfer matrix F(z)eiKz for the ambient medium with the simple exponential eiKz, or,
equivalently, replacing the z-periodic matrix A(z) with the constant matrix JK in the Maxwell ODEs
to obtain

d

dz
ψ = i Kψ.

So we might as well be working with a homogeneous “effective” ambient medium in place of the
periodic one. Solutions need only be multiplied by F(z) for z < 0 and F(z − L) for z > L to obtain
solutions of the original problem.

When (κ, ω) is not real, ψ g(z) is known as a generalized guided mode or a guided resonance.6

For real wavevector κ , one necessarily has Im ω ≤ 0, and, if Im ω < 0, the mode grows exponentially
as z → ∞ or z → − ∞. That Im ω ≤ 0 is the statement that the resolvent of the scattering matrix
(developed below) has its poles in the lower half plane.

Theorem 4.1 (Poles of the resolvent and generalized guided modes). If (κ, ω) with κ ∈ R2 is
near a point (κ0, ω0) at which Assumption 1 is satisfied and if (T P− − P+)|(κ,ω)�

g = 0, then either
Im ω = 0 and ψ g(z) is exponentially decaying as |z| → ∞ or Im ω < 0 and ψ g(z) is exponentially
growing as z → ∞ or z → − ∞.

Proof. The proof is based on Theorems 3.1 and 3.3. By the latter, ψ g is exponentially decaying
in |z| if Im ω > 0, and this contradicts Theorem 3.1. So Im ω ≤ 0. If Im ω = 0, we have seen that the
propagating modes vanish by conservation of energy (3.19), so that ψ g decays with |z|. If Im ω < 0,
Theorem 3.1 guarantees that ψ g does not decay as |z| → ∞, and thus the coefficients of v±p do not
both vanish. But for Im ω < 0, the mode v±p grows exponentially as z → ± ∞ by Theorem 3.3. �

The time-averaged energy of a guided mode is positive, as stated in the following theorem. This
will be instrumental in the proof of the nondegeneracy of the dispersion relation for slab modes
stated in Theorem 4.4.

Theorem 4.2 (Energy of a guided mode). If ψ g(z) is a guided mode solution to the Maxwell
ODEs at a real pair (κ0, ω0) satisfying Assumption 1, then

c

16π

∫ ∞

−∞

(
ψ g(z),

∂ A

∂ω
(κ, ω)ψ g(z)

)
dz =

∫ ∞

−∞
U g(z) dz > 0, (4.9)

where Ug(z) is the time-averaged energy density of the time-harmonic electromagnetic field with
tangential wavevector κ , frequency ω, and tangential electric and magnetic field components ψg(z).
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Proof. By Theorem 4.1 we know that ψ g(z) is exponentially decaying as |z| → ∞ and so by
Theorem 3.1 the equality follows by taking z0 → − ∞, z1 → ∞. The fact that the integral is positive
follows from passivity hypothesis (3.3) for the layered media. �

Perfectly guided modes, exponentially decaying away from the defect layer, occur by Theorem
4.1 at real pairs (κ, ω). It turns out that they are always simple as the next theorem states; the proof is
deferred to Sec. V. Part (2) of the theorem identifies the three-dimensional space of incoming fields
for which the scattering problem has a (nonunique) solution at any pair (κ0, ω0) at which a perfect
guided mode exists.

Theorem 4.3 (Simplicity of guided modes). If TP− − P+ is noninvertible at the real pair
(κ, ω), then the following statements hold.

1. The zero eigenvalue of TP− − P+ is of algebraic (and geometric) multiplicity 1. A nonzero
solution to (4.8) has only evanescent components, that is,

P−�g = ug
−ev−e , P+�g = ug

+ev+e ,

(ug
−e and ug

+e are complex constants) and �g corresponds to a guided-mode solution ψ g(z) to
the Maxwell ODEs,

z < 0 : ψ g(z) = ug
−ew−e(z) = ug

−e F(z)v−eeik−ez ,

z > L : ψ g(z) = ug
+ew+e(z − L) = ug

+e F(z − L)v+eeik+e(z−L) ,
(4.10)

that decays exponentially as |z| → ∞.
2. The scattering problem (4.7) admits a solution �out if and only if the coefficients j+ e and j− e

of the evanescent modes of the incident field at z = L and z = 0,

P−� in = j−pv−p + j−ev−e ,

P+� in = j+pv+p + j+ev+e ,

are related to the coefficients ug
+e and ug

−e of the guided mode by

det

[
j+e j−e

ug
+e ug

−e

]
= 0 ,

that is, if and only if

� in ∈ N := span{v+p, v−p, �
g} .

The general solution is of the form

�out = �out
partic + c�g ,

in which c is an arbitrary complex number.

Part (2) says that, in order for the system to have a time-harmonic response to an incident field
at real (κ, ω) for which the slab supports a guided mode, the evanescent mode components of the
incident field at z = 0 and z = L are equal to the complex conjugates of the values of a guided mode
at z = L and z = 0, respectively.

B. The full scattering matrix around a guided mode

The delicate behavior of resonance phenomena is revealed through an analysis of the behavior
of the scattering matrix near a real pole (κ0, ω0), where the slab admits a perfect guided mode.

Let us set B := TP− − P+ and C := TP+ − P− , so that the scattering and guided-mode
equations become

B(κ, ω)�out + C(κ, ω)� in = 0 (scattering),

B(κ, ω)�g = 0 (generalized guided mode).
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B and C are analytic in (κ, ω) near (κ0, ω0). In terms of the scattering matrix S := − B− 1C, the
scattering problem has the simple form

�out = S(κ, ω)� in (scattering matrix formulation).

The complex dispersion relation for guided slab modes gives the locus of (κ, ω) pairs for which a
generalized guided mode exists,

D(κ, ω) := det B(κ, ω) = 0 (dispersion relation for guided modes).

One can think of this relation as defining a pole of the scattering matrix, located in the closed lower
ω-halfplane by Theorem 4.1, which varies with the wavevector parameter κ .

Suppose now that D(κ0, ω0) = 0 for a real pair (κ0, ω0), so that B(κ0, ω0)�g = 0, as in the
example of Sec. II. Theorem 4.3 says that the zero-eigenvalue of B(κ0, ω0) is algebraically simple;
thus it extends to a simple analytic eigenvalue �(κ, ω) in a complex neighborhood of (κ0, ω0). In
this neighborhood, the locus of (κ, ω) pairs that admit a generalized guided mode is given by the
complex dispersion relation

�(κ, ω) = 0 (guided-mode relation near (κ0, ω0) ∈ R3).

It follows from Theorem 4.4 is that � cannot be identically zero, i.e., �(κ, ω) �≡ 0. Thus, the scattering
matrix S(κ, ω) is meromorphic in (κ, ω) near (κ0, ω0).

Resonance phenomena near a guided mode pair (κ0, ω0) is tied to the behavior of the poles of
the scattering matrix S (compare the Auger states in quantum mechanics17). We follow Refs. 18 and
22 and denote by Pres the analytic Riesz projection onto the one-dimensional eigenspace of B(κ, ω)
corresponding to the eigenvalue �(κ, ω) and by Preg the complementary projection,

Pres(κ, ω) = 1

2π i

∮
C
(λ − B(κ, ω))−1dλ , Pres + Preg = I,

where C is a circle in the complex λ-plane enclosing �(κ, ω) and no other eigenvalues of B(κ, ω).
These projections commute with B and reduce it analytically:

B(κ, ω) = �(κ, ω)Pres(κ, ω) + B̃(κ, ω)Preg(κ, ω),

in which

B̃(κ, ω) = Pres(κ, ω) + B(κ, ω)

is analytic and invertible near (κ0, ω0). The inverse of B̃,

R(κ, ω) = B̃(κ, ω)−1 (4.11)

is analytic at (κ0, ω0) and Preg R Preg = R Preg = Preg R, and from this one obtains a meromorphic
representation of B− 1,

B(κ, ω)−1 = �(κ, ω)−1 Pres(κ, ω) + R(κ, ω)Preg(κ, ω) .

In block-matrix form with respect to the images of Pres and Preg, B− 1 has the form

B(κ, ω)−1 =
[

�(κ, ω)−1 0
0 R(κ, ω)

]
.

Thus the scattering matrix S has the form

S = �−1 S̃ , S̃(κ, ω) = −(Pres + �R Preg)C , (4.12)

with S̃ analytic in (κ, ω) at (κ0, ω0).

Interpretation. Let �(κ, ω) be analytic, and set � in = ��, so that the source field vanishes on
the guided-mode relation. The outgoing field trace

�out = −Pres(C �) − �R Preg(C �) (� in = ��) (4.13)
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provides an analytic connection between scattering states (on �(κ, ω) �= 0) and generalized guided
modes (on �(κ, ω) = 0). This was the crux of the analysis of resonant transmission anomalies in
Ref. 22.

The importance of the nondegeneracy of guided modes in the sense of the following theorem
was mentioned in point (4) at the beginning of Sec. IV.

Theorem 4.4 (Nondegeneracy of guided modes). If B(κ, ω) is noninvertible at a real pair
(κ0, ω0) then its zero eigenvalue can be extended analytically about (κ0, ω0) to an algebraically
simple eigenvalue �(κ, ω) that satisfies

d�

dω
(κ0, ω0) = 1

ug
+eug

−e

ic

16π

∫ ∞

−∞

(
∂ A

∂ω
(κ0, ω0)ψ g(z), ψ g(z)

)
dz = 1

ug
+eug

−e

i
∫ ∞

−∞
U g(z) dz �= 0 .

Here ψ g(z) is any guided mode associated with the nullspace of B(κ0, ω0), the coefficients ug
−e, ug

+e

are related to this guided mode by ψ g(0) = ug
−ev−e, ψ g(L) = ug

+ev+e, and Ug(z) is the time-averaged
energy density of the time-harmonic electromagnetic field (E, H) with tangential wavevector κ0,
frequency ω0, and tangential electric and magnetic field components [E1(z), E2(z), H1(z), H2(z)]T

= ψg(z).

Proof. The proof is technical and is deferred to Sec. V. �
A local description of the scattering matrix near a real point on the guided mode dispersion

relation is given in the following theorem.

Theorem 4.5 (Scattering matrix: Local representation). Let (κ0, ω0) be a real pair such that
�(κ0, ω0) = 0. Then the generic condition

∂�

∂ω
(κ0, ω0) �= 0 (4.14)

is satisfied and � has the local representation

�(κ, ω) = (ω − ω0 + g(κ)) �̂(κ, ω) , (4.15)

where �̂(κ, ω), g(κ) are both analytic with �̂(κ0, ω0) �= 0 and g(κ0) = 0. Furthermore, the scattering
matrix has the local representation

S(κ, ω) = �−1(κ, ω)S̃(κ, ω) = h(κ, ω)

ω − ω0 + g(κ)

(
Pres + �R Preg

)
C , (4.16)

with h = −�̂−1 analytic and nonzero at (κ0, ω0). Moreover, at κ = κ0 the scattering matrix S(κ0, ω)
has a simple pole at ω = ω0 with

lim
ω→ω0

(ω − ω0)S(κ0, ω) =
(

∂�

∂ω
PresC

)
(κ0, ω0) �= 0. (4.17)

Proof. Theorem 4.4 states that the generic condition ∂�
∂ω

(κ0, ω0) �= 0 always holds at real (κ0, ω0)
at which � vanishes. The Weierstraß Preparation Theorem then provides the local representation
�(κ, ω) = (ω − ω0 + g(κ)) �̂(κ, ω) with �̂(κ0, ω0) �= 0 and g(κ0) = 0 and both analytic. By these
facts and the representation (4.12) above, the local representation (4.16) for the scattering matrix
now follows. In particular S(κ0, ω) is meromorphic in ω at ω0 and the equality in (4.17) holds. To
complete the proof we need to only show that (PresC) (κ0, ω0) �= 0. This follows from Theorem 4.3,
which implies that at (κ0, ω0), N = span{v+p, v−p, �

g} is a three-dimensional subspace of C4 with
the property that � ∈ N if and only if PresC� = 0. �

When �(κ0, ω0) = 0 at a real pair (κ0, ω0), there are two cases, resulting in different scattering
behavior. They are distinguished by whether the incident field � in yields a (nonunique) solution at
(κ0, ω0) or no solution at all. Fig. 9 provides a visual clarification.
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1D Ran(Pres)

3D Ran(Preg)

Ψout 1D Ran(Pres)

3D Ran(Preg)

Ψin1D

C
B =

0
0 B̃

B−1 =
−1 0
0 R

2D Ran(Pprop)
⊕

1D Ran(Pres)
at (κ0, ω0)

FIG. 9. The matrix B in the scattering problem B(κ, ω)�out + C(κ, ω)� in = 0 is noninvertible at a guided mode wavevector-
frequency (κ0, ω0), where an analytic eigenvalue �(κ, ω) of B(κ, ω) vanishes. Near (κ0, ω0), B(κ, ω) is decomposed
analytically by “resonant” and “regular” projections Pres and Preg. At real (κ0, ω0), the preimage of Ran(Preg) under C is
equal to the three-dimensional space N spanned by Ran(Pres) and the propagating harmonics (Theorem 4.3). This is the
space of incident fields � in for which the scattering problem admits a solution at (κ0, ω0).

1. If (PresC� in)(κ0, ω0) = 0, there exist multiple solutions to the scattering problem at (κ0, ω0),
and any two solutions differ by a multiple of �g ,

�out = const.�g − R PregC� in (at (κ0, ω0)). (4.18)

The projection of �out to the propagating modes is independent of the solution, that is,
independent of the constant multiplying �g because �g is evanescent. Thus the far-field
behavior is unique. The three-dimensional space N of incoming field traces � in at (κ0, ω0)
for which a solution (4.18) exists satisfies C� in ∈ RanB and is characterized by Theorem 4.3
as

N = span{v+p, v−p, �
g} (non-resonant incident fields).

In particular, N contains the propagating modes. Scattering of propagating modes manifests
interesting anomalous behavior in the transmission coefficient and field amplification.

2. If (PresC� in)(κ0, ω0) �= 0, the scattering problem has no solution at (κ0, ω0) or at any real
(κ, ω) on the dispersion relation near (κ0, ω0). Field amplification is more pronounced than in
the first case (see Sec. IV D 2).

In case (1), not only is the far-field scattering behavior unique at (κ0, ω0), but, by fixing κ = κ0

and varying ω, a unique constant in (4.18) is determined, making the scattering solution well defined
at (κ0, ω0). To see this, suppose that � in(κ, ω) is analytic with

� in(κ0, ω0) ∈ N (�out = S� in is solvable). (4.19)

Then �out(κ0, ω) is analytic in ω at ω0. To see this, observe that (4.19) means PresC� in(κ0, ω0) = 0
so that

PresC� in(κ0, ω) = (ω − ω0)�̂(ω) (4.20)

in which �̂(ω) is an analytic eigenvector of B(κ0, ω) near ω0. Applying (4.16) at κ = κ0 to � in

yields

�out(κ0, ω) = S� in = h(κ0, ω)�̂(ω) − R PregC� in(κ0, ω). (4.21)

Comparing this to (4.18) shows that �out(κ0, ω) extends analytically through ω0 as a solution (4.18)
to the scattering problem, and, at (κ0, ω0), selects a particular solution from the family (4.18).

Remark. Depending on the path in real (κ, ω) space through (κ0, ω0) along which � has a
nonzero derivative at (κ0, ω0), a different multiple of the guided mode is determined in the limit at
(κ0, ω0), changing the evanescent part of the response field but not its far-field behavior.

C. The far-field scattering matrix

Because the traces of the propagating modes at (κ0, ω0) are in span{v+p, v−p} ⊂ N there
is always a solution to the scattering problem for any incident propagating field, i.e., � in ∈
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span{v+p, v−p}. By projecting the outgoing field of an incident propagating field onto the prop-
agating modes, one obtains the far-field, or reduced, scattering matrix S0. It is an operator from
span{v+p, v−p} to itself given by

S0(κ, ω) = Pp S Pp (far-field scattering matrix),

where Pp := P+ p + P− p. More precisely, an incident propagating field with trace � in
p (κ, ω) =

j+pv+p + j−pv−p is mapped to the trace of propagating (far-field) modes of the outgoing field
�out

p (κ, ω) = u+pv+p + u−pv−p by

�out
p = S0�

in
p = −Pp

(
�−1 Pres(C� in

p ) + R Preg(C� in
p )
)
.

As we have said, PresC� in
p (κ0, ω0) = 0 so that �out

p is well defined at (κ0, ω0) as the limit of the
ω-analytic function �out

p (κ0, ω) at ω0.
By identifying S0 with its matrix with respect to the basis {v+p, v−p}, one has[

u+p

u−p

]
= S0

[
j+p

j−p

]
. (4.22)

In view of S0 = �−1 Pp S̃ Pp, in the basis {v+p, v−p}, S0 has the form[
t+p(κ, ω) r+p(κ, ω)
r−p(κ, ω) t−p(κ, ω)

]
= S0(κ, ω) = −�−1 Pp

(
Pres + � R Preg

)
C Pp = 1

�(κ, ω)

[
b1(κ, ω) a2(κ, ω)
a1(κ, ω) b2(κ, ω)

]
,

and S̃0 = Pp S̃ Pp has the form

S̃0(κ, ω) :=
[

b1(κ, ω) a2(κ, ω)
a1(κ, ω) b2(κ, ω)

]
. (4.23)

The entries ai and bi are analytic at (κ0, ω0) because S̃, v+p, and v−p are, and the transmission
and reflections coefficients {t+ p, t− p} and {r+ p, r− p} are meromorphic functions of (κ, ω) near
(κ0, ω0).

If (κ, ω) is real, then S0(κ, ω) is a unitary matrix. Indeed, S0[ j+p, j−p]T = [u+p, u−p]T means
that there exists a solution ψ of the Maxwell ODEs with

ψ(0) = j+pv+p + u−pv−p + u−ev−e ,

ψ(L) = j−pv−p + u+pv+p + u+ev+e ,

and, since [ψ(z), ψ(z)] is invariant in z, (3.19) yields |j+ p|2 − |u− p|2 = |u+ p|2 − |j− p|2.
At the real pair (κ0, ω0) on the dispersion relation �(κ, ω) = 0, we have seen that S0 is well

defined and, because of (4.21),

S0(κ0, ω0) = lim
ω→ω0

S0(κ0, ω) = −(Pp R PregC Pp)(κ0, ω0).

Since �(κ0, ω0) = 0, we have

S̃0(κ0, ω0) = 0 .

We have arrived at the key point (2) at the beginning of Sec. IV. The sensitive nature of resonant
scattering for real (κ, ω) near a guided-mode pair (κ0, ω0) is embodied in a common zero of aj, bj,
and � at (κ0, ω0). This was the basis of the analysis of scattering resonances in Ref. 22. That work
shows another way to see the confluence of the zero sets of � and S̃0 at (κ0, ω0) without directly
utilizing the fact that span{v+p, v−p} ⊂ N . One starts with the field �out in (4.13) that connects
scattering states analytically to guided modes near (κ0, ω0). The matrix S̃0(κ, ω) is obtained by
projecting this field analytically onto the propagating modes. The fact that S̃0(κ0, ω0) = 0 comes
from �(κ0, ω0) = 0 and the energy-flux conservation laws |�|2 = |aj|2 + |bj|2 for real (κ, ω). The
latter follows from setting the incident field in (4.4) to be a propagating mode from the right or from
the left with appropriate coefficient j± p = �.
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The transmitted energy. Let T (κ, ω)2, for real (κ, ω), denote the ratio of energy flux of the
transmitted field to that of an incident propagating field from the left of the slab or the right. By
setting the incident field in (4.4) to be propagating from the left, i.e., j+p �= 0, j−p = j−e = j+e = 0,
or from the right, i.e., j−p �= 0, j+p = j−e = j+e = 0, the unitarity of S0(κ, ω) and the flux relations
(3.18) yield

T (κ, ω)2 = |t±p(κ, ω)|2 = 1 − |r±p(κ, ω)|2 (transmitted energy) (4.24)

= |b j (κ, ω)|2
|�(κ, ω)|2 = 1 − |a j (κ, ω)|2

|�(κ, ω)|2 , j = 1, 2,

provided �(κ, ω) �= 0. Thus T (κ, ω) = |t±p| is the modulus of the transmission coefficient, inde-
pendently of the side of the slab on which the incident field impinges.

At a guided-mode pair (κ, ω), the transmission can be defined in the ω-limit as

T (κ0, ω0)2 := lim
ω→ω0

T (κ0, ω)2 = |b′
j |2

|�′|2 = 1 − |a′
j |2

|�′|2 , j = 1, 2, (4.25)

where

b′
j := ∂b j

∂ω
(κ0, ω0), a′

j := ∂a j

∂ω
(κ0, ω0), �′ := ∂�

∂ω
(κ0, ω0) �= 0. (4.26)

The fact that �′ �= 0 follows from Theorem 4.4.
Energy-flux conservation takes the form

|�(κ, ω)|2 = |a j (κ, ω)|2 + |b j (κ, ω)|2, j = 1, 2, (4.27)

for real (κ, ω).

D. Scattering anomalies

Subsections IV D 1 and IV D 2 analyze two fundamental resonance phenomena—transmission
anomalies and field amplification. The former deals with the resonant transmission of energy of a
propagating mode across a slab and is based on the sensitivity of the reduced scattering matrix S0 to
frequency around a guided slab mode. The latter requires consideration of the full scattering matrix
S because resonant amplification of a field in the slab is due to enhanced excitation of the evanescent
modes in the ambient space just outside the slab.

1. Transmission anomalies

The transmission graph in Fig. 3 exhibits a characteristic sharp double spike, or peak-dip shape,
often called a “Fano lineshape.” It is a sharp deviation, localized at the bound-state frequency, from
a certain “background transmission.” This background can be identified with the transmission graph
of the unperturbed system (κ = κ0 in the present context), which features no anomaly at all (the
dotted graph). Most of this subsection is an analysis of this anomaly, which leads to a transparent
formula for it ((4.32) and (4.33)). The analysis builds on Refs. 18 and 22, which treats the case of a
one-dimensional wavevector.

The relations (4.25) imply the following conditions on the derivatives a′
j and b′

j .

Lemma 4.1. Either both of a′
j (j = 1, 2) vanish or neither does; the same holds for b′

j . But at
least one of the pairs (a′

1, a′
2), (b′

1, b′
2) must be nonzero.

The extreme cases of full background transmission and full background reflection at the guided-
mode pair (κ0, ω0) lead to limiting forms of the Fano-type shape. Full reflection at (κ0, ω0), i.e.,
T (κ0, ω0) = 0, means

b′
j = 0, j = 1, 2
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and leads to a “Lorentzian lineshape” with a single peak at its center, and full transmission, i.e.,
T (κ0, ω0) = 1, means

a′
j = 0 , j = 1, 2,

and results in an inverted Lorentzian shape.
The case of a peak-dip anomaly. When the derivatives of all the entries of S̃0 are nonzero at

(κ0, ω0), which is the case of neither full nor vanishing background transmission, the Weierstraß
Preparation Theorem provides the following local forms:

�(κ, ω) = (ω̃ + �1(κ̃) + �2(κ̃, κ̃) + . . .
)
�̂(κ, ω) , �̂(κ0, ω0) = �′ �= 0,

a1(κ, ω) = (ω̃ + r1(κ̃) + r2(κ̃, κ̃) + . . .
)
â1(κ, ω) , â1(κ0, ω0) = a′

1 �= 0,

b1(κ, ω) = (ω̃ + t1(κ̃) + t2(κ̃, κ̃) + . . .
)
b̂1(κ, ω) , b̂1(κ0, ω0) = b′

1 �= 0,

a2 = −eiθa1, b2 = eiθb1, θ = θ (κ, ω) ∈ R for real (κ, ω),

(4.28)

in which

κ̃ = κ − κ0 , ω̃ = ω − ω0 ,

and the functions �1, r1, t1 are linear, �2, r2, t2 are bilinear forms, etc., of κ̃ . The relation between
a1 and a2 and that between b1 and b2 follows from the unitarity of the reduced scattering matrix
S0(κ, ω) for real (κ, ω).

The analysis of resonant scattering anomalies relies on certain relations among the coefficients
in the expansions (4.28).

Proposition 4.1

a. |�′|2 = |a′
1|2 + |b′

1|2 .
b. �1(κ̃) = r1(κ̃) = t1(κ̃) ∈ R for all κ̃ ∈ R2.
c. Im �2(κ̃, κ̃) ≥ 0 for all κ̃ ∈ R2.
d. For all κ̃ ∈ R2,

�2(κ̃, κ̃) ∈ R ⇐⇒ r2(κ̃, κ̃) = t2(κ̃, κ̃) ∈ R ⇐⇒ �2(κ̃, κ̃) = r2(κ̃, κ̃) = t2(κ̃, κ̃) ∈ R.

e. Given ξ ∈ R2,
∣∣a′

1

∣∣2 Re (r2(ξ , ξ ) − �2(ξ , ξ )) + ∣∣b′
1

∣∣2 Re (t2(ξ , ξ ) − �2(ξ , ξ )) = 0.

f. Given ξ ∈ R2, if r2(ξ , ξ ), t2(ξ , ξ ) ∈ R then(
r2(ξ , ξ ) − t2(ξ , ξ )

)2 = 2
(
Im �2(ξ , ξ )

)2 + (r2(ξ , ξ ) − Re �2(ξ , ξ )
)2 + (t2(ξ , ξ ) − Re �2(ξ , ξ )

)2
,

(4.29)

−(Im �2(ξ , ξ )
)2 = (r2(ξ , ξ ) − Re �2(ξ , ξ ))(t2(ξ , ξ ) − Re �2(ξ , ξ )). (4.30)

g. Given ξ ∈ R2, if r2(ξ , ξ ), t2(ξ , ξ ) ∈ R then

Re �2(ξ , ξ ) − t2(ξ , ξ ) = ±|a′
1|

|b′
1|

Im �2(ξ , ξ ) , Re �2(ξ , ξ ) − r2(ξ , ξ ) = ∓|b′
1|

|a′
1|

Im �2(ξ , ξ ) .

In particular, these differences are of opposite sign.
h. Given ξ ∈ R2, if a1(κ0 + τξ , ω) = a2(κ0 + τξ , ω) and b1(κ0 + τξ , ω) = b2(κ0 + τξ , ω) for

|τ | � 1 and |ω − ω0| � 1 and if Im �2(ξ , ξ ) > 0 and r2(ξ , ξ ) �= t2(ξ , ξ ), then all of the kth
order tensors rk and tk take on real values at ξ .

Proof. Items (a–d) are stated in Theorem 20 of Ref. 18 in the case of a one-dimensional
wavevector. The proofs are straightforwardly extensible to the multi-dimensional case. Briefly, (a)
comes from (4.25), and that �1 is real and �2 has a nonnegative imaginary part comes from Theorem
4.1, which disallows a frequency of a generalized slab mode to be in the upper half plane. The other
parts of (b–d) are proved by applying flux conservation |�|2 = |a1|2 + |b1|2 for real (κ, ω) along the
relation ω̃ + �1(κ̃) = 0, then along the relation ω̃ + �1(κ̃) + r2(κ̃, κ̃) = 0, etc. Equality (e) is proved
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by expanding (a) evaluated at (κ0 + τξ , ω) in the variables τ and ω̂ = ω̃ + τ�1(ξ ) and taking the
coefficient of ω̂τ 2. The first equality in (f) and item (h) are proved in the one-dimensional case in
Theorem 20 of Ref. 18 and Theorem 12 of Ref. 20, respectively. Their proofs are extensible to the
multi-dimensional case by considering a one-dimensional subspace of wavevectors {τξ : τ ∈ R},
with ξ ∈ R2 fixed. The second equality in (f) follows from the first, which is proved by applying
flux conservation |�|2 = |a1|2 + |b1|2 for real (κ, ω) along the relation ω̃ + �1(κ̃) + r2(κ̃, κ̃) = 0
and then along ω̃ + �1(κ̃) + t2(κ̃, κ̃) = 0 for wavevectors κ̃ = τξ , |τ | � 1. Part (g) comes from (e)
and the second equation of (f).

Because of part (b), the zero sets of �, aj, and bj are

� = 0 : ω̃ + �1(κ̃) + �2(κ̃, κ̃) + · · · = 0 (dispersion relation)

a j = 0 : ω̃ + �1(κ̃) + r2(κ̃, κ̃) + · · · = 0 (zero reflection)

b j = 0 : ω̃ + �1(κ̃) + t2(κ̃, κ̃) + · · · = 0 (zero transmission)

⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭ with �1(κ̃) ∈ R for all κ̃ ∈ R2.

(4.31)
For real (κ, ω), the transmission is

T (κ, ω)2 = |b1|2
|�|2 = |b1|2

|a1|2 + |b1|2

=
∣∣b′

1

∣∣2 |ω̃ + �1(κ̃) + t2(κ̃, κ̃) + . . . |2∣∣b′
1

∣∣2 |ω̃+�1(κ̃)+t2(κ̃, κ̃)+. . . |2 + ∣∣a′
1

∣∣2 |ω̃+�1(κ̃)+r2(κ̃, κ̃)+. . . |2 |q(κ̃, ω̃)|2
,

(4.32)
in which q(κ̃, ω̃) is analytic at (0, 0) and q(0, 0) = 1. It can be written alternatively as

T (κ, ω)2 = 1

1 + |a1/b1|2 ,

a1

b1
= a′

1

b′
1

· ω̃ + �1(κ̃) + r2(κ̃, κ̃) + · · ·
ω̃ + �1(κ̃) + t2(κ̃, κ̃) + · · · · q(κ̃, ω̃) .

(4.33)

At κ = κ0, the transmission is continuous as a function of ω,

T (κ0, ω)2 = |b′
1|2

|b′
1|2 + |a′

1|2|q(0, ω̃)|2 = 1

1 + |a′
1/b′

1|2|q(0, ω̃)|2 .

Fano-type resonance. Often, the transmission attains 0% and 100% at frequencies near ω0

when κ is perturbed from κ0, resulting in a clean transmission anomaly, as in the example in Sec. II.
This happens when the scattering problem is reciprocal, that is, when a1 = a2 = a and b1 = b2 = b,
which is guaranteed when the Maxwell ODEs admit symmetry in z about the centerline of the slab,
as in Fig. 1 (right). This is seen by Proposition 4.1 (h): if Im �2(ξ , ξ )>0 and r2(ξ , ξ ) �= t2(ξ , ξ ) for
some unit wavevector ξ ∈ R2, then the transmission and reflection coefficients a and b vanish at real
frequencies associated with the real wavevectors κ = κ0 + τξ . Denote these frequencies by ωmax

and ωmin:

ωmax = ω0 − τ�1(ξ ) − τ 2r2(ξ , ξ ) + · · · (100% transmission),

ωmin = ω0 − τ�1(ξ ) − τ 2t2(ξ , ξ ) + · · · (0% transmission).
(4.34)

If �1(ξ ) �= 0, the anomaly is detuned linearly from the real guided-mode frequency ω0.
Along the line of wavevectors κ = κ0 + τξ , the frequency of the generalized guided mode is

ωg = ω0 − τ�1(ξ ) − τ 2�2(ξ , ξ ) + . . . (complex resonance frequency), (4.35)

which lies below the real ω-axis since Im �2(ξ , ξ )>0. Its real and imaginary parts are interpreted as
the central frequency and the width of the transmission resonance,

ωcent := Re ωg = ω0 − τ�1(ξ ) − τ 2Re �2(ξ , ξ ) + O(τ 3) (ωcent = central frequency), (4.36)

− 1
2	 := Im ωg = −τ 2Im �2(ξ , ξ ) + O(τ 3) (	 = width), (4.37)
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Q = |Re ωg|
−2 Im ωg

= |ωcent|
	

= |ω0|
−τ 2 2 Im �2(ξ , ξ )

+ O(|τ |−1) (quality factor). (4.38)

Importantly, the central frequency ωcent = ωcent(κ) = ωcent(κ0 + τξ ) lies between the frequen-
cies of 0% and 100% transmission. This is seen through the relations

ωmax − ωcent = ±τ 2 |a′
1|

|b′
1|

Im �2(ξ , ξ ) + O(τ 3) ,

ωmin − ωcent = ∓τ 2 |b′
1|

|a′
1|

Im �2(ξ , ξ ) + O(τ 3) ,

for 0 < |τ | � 1, which follows from Proposition 4.1 (g). The width

	 ≈ 2τ 2Im �2(ξ , ξ ) (4.39)

is quadratically small in τ . A different but related measure of the width (also quadratic in τ ) is the
distance between its peak and its dip,

ωmax − ωmin = τ 2 (t2(ξ , ξ ) − r2(ξ , ξ )) + O(τ 3) . (4.40)

The quality factor of a resonance, from (3.11) in Sec. III B is the ratio of the energy of a
generalized guided mode contained in a finite volume to the energy dissipated from that volume per
cycle, It is inversely proportional to the spectral width of the resonance and thus blows up like 1/τ 2

as the parallel wavevector κ = κ0 + τξ approaches a wavevector κ0 that supports a perfect guided
mode.

One draws the following conclusions about transmission anomalies near a guided-mode
wavevector-frequency pair (κ0, ω0), as κ is perturbed along ξ , i.e., κ = κ0 + τξ , given that
Im �2(ξ , ξ ) �= 0.

a. T takes on all values between 0 and 1 in each real τω-ball around (0, ω0).
b. The width of the anomaly is quadratic in τ .
c. The order in which the peak and dip occur is independent of τ .
d. If �1(ξ ) �= 0, the central frequency of the anomaly is detuned linearly from the guided-mode

frequency by �ω = ωcent − ω0 ∼ −�1(ξ )τ . Thus the frequencies of the peak and the dip, ωmax

and ωmin, and central frequency ωcent, which differ by O(τ 2), are located to the same side of ω0

with ωcent lying between ωmax and ωmin,

(ωmax− ω0) ∼ (ωmin− ω0) ∼ (ωcent − ω0) ∼ −�1(ξ )τ (�1(ξ ) �= 0).

e. The Q-factor is inversely proportional to the width of the resonance, Q ∼ |ω0|/	.

A connection to the Fano formula8 is made by writing the transmission in the form

T (κ, ω)2 = |b|2
|�|2 = |b′

1|2
∣∣� + τ 2

(
t2(ξ , ξ ) − Re �(ξ , ξ )

)+ . . .
∣∣2∣∣� + iτ 2

(
Im �2(ξ , ξ ) + . . .

)∣∣2 |1 + . . . |2 .

(In the fraction, the higher order terms involve τ , and in the last factor, they involve τ and ω −
ω0). By ignoring the big-O terms, one obtains simple peak-dip formulas for the transmission and
reflection R2 = 1 − T 2,

T (κ, ω)2 ≈ t2
0

(q + e)2

1 + e2
, (4.41)

R(κ, ω)2 ≈ r2
0

(q ′ + e)2

1 + e2
, (4.42)
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through the following definitions:

� = ω − ωcent(κ0 + τξ ) (deviation from central frequency),

	 = 2τ 2 Im �2(ξ , ξ ) + . . . (resonance width),

e = �

	/2
(normalized frequency),

q = t2(ξ , ξ ) − Re �2(ξ , ξ )

Im �2(ξ , ξ )
(transmission asymmetry parameter),

q ′ = r2(ξ , ξ ) − Re �2(ξ , ξ )

Im �2(ξ , ξ )
(reflectionasymmetryparameter),

t0 = |b′
j | ( j = 1, 2) (background transmission),

r0 = |a′
j | ( j = 1, 2) (background reflection).

Example of Sec. II revisited. In the example, a true (exponentially decaying) guided mode
was constructed for k2 = 0 and for real k1. At (κ0, ω0) = (0.5, 0; 0.26015...), for instance, the slab
supports a guided mode, and one has κ̃ = (k̃1, k2) = (k1−0.5, k2). Because of the symmetry of the
problem in the spatial variable y, the dispersion relation is even in k2. Thus, one can make the
replacements �1(κ̃) �→ �1k̃1 and �2(κ̃, κ̃) �→ �21k̃2

1 + �22k2
2, with �21 real,

ωg = ω0 − �1k̃1 − �21k̃2
1 − Re �22 k2

2 − i Im �22 k2
2 + . . . . (4.43)

Since the structure is symmetric about the center of the slab, 100% and 0% transmission is achieved
along real curves

ωmax = ω0 − �1k̃1 − �21k̃2
1 − r2k2

2 + · · · (100% transmission),

ωmin = ω0 − �1k̃1 − �21k̃2
1 − t2k2

2 + · · · (0% transmission).
(4.44)

These curves coincide with that for ωg when k2 = 0 because, by construction, the slab admits a
perfect guided mode at a real frequency ωg, when k2 = 0,

ωg = ωcent = ωmax = ωmin (when k2 = 0).

When k2 vanishes, the frequencies of 100% and 0% transmission coalesce and the anomaly disap-
pears. This apparent contradiction in the value of T is reflected in the fact that T takes on all values
between 0 and 1 in every neighborhood of a point (k1, 0; ωg) of a perfect guided mode. Depending
on the path along which (κ, ω) approaches (k1, 0; ωg), different limits of T (κ, ω) are attained.

As discussed in Sec. II, the central frequency of a resonance is controlled by varying k1, whereas
the width is controlled by varying k2. This is true up to O(|κ̃ |3), as seen either from the difference
between the frequencies ωmax and ωmin in (4.44) or from the real and imaginary parts of ωg (4.43)
with the definitions (4.36) and (4.37). Figure 6 shows two different paths κ = κ0 + τξ in real κ

space, one with ξ = (0, 1) and one with ξ = (2/
√

29, 5/
√

29). Along the first path, only k2 varies,
and the difference between the peak and dip of the transmission widens as the central frequency
stays put, as shown in Fig. 5. Along the second path, both k2 and k1 vary, effecting both the width
and central frequency of the anomaly. Notice that the ordering of the peak and the dip is independent
of τ .

The Lorentzian case: 100% or 0% background transmission. Full transmission at the
guided-mode pair (T (κ0, ω0) = 1) occurs when a′

1 = a′
2 = 0, and the expression (4.28) is no longer

valid for a1. Let us assume the generic condition

∂2a j

∂ω2
(κ0, ω0) �= 0 .
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The Weierstraß Preparation Theorem provides the forms

�(κ, ω) = (ω̃ + �1(κ̃) + �2(κ̃, κ̃) + . . .
)
�̂(κ, ω) , �̂(κ0, ω0) �= 0,

a1(κ, ω) = (ω̃2 + ω̃α1(κ̃) + α0(κ̃)
)

â1(κ, ω) , â1(κ0, ω0) �= 0,

b1(κ, ω) = (ω̃ + �1(κ̃) + t2(κ̃, κ̃) + . . .
)

b̂1(κ, ω) , |b̂1(κ0, ω0)| = |�̂(κ0, ω0)|.
(4.45)

Here, α0(κ̃) and α1(κ̃) are analytic and vanishing at the origin. One shows that the linear terms in �

and b1 are indeed equal and that |b′
1| = |�′| by using the flux-conservation relation |�|2 = |a1|2 +

|b1|2 for real (κ, ω). In addition, by setting ω̃ = 0 and using flux conservation once again, one finds
that

α0(κ̃) = O(|κ̃ |2). (4.46)

The zero-set of a1 (and a2 = −eiθa1) is obtained by factoring the quadratic Weierstraß polyno-
mial. To do this, write κ̃ = τξ , where ξ is a vector and τ a complex scalar variable. The factors are
power series in τ 1/2, but, because of (4.46), the leading term in τ is linear or higher,

ω̃2 + ω̃α1(τξ ) + α0(τξ ) =
(
ω̃ + r (1)

1 (ξ ) τ + O(τ 3/2)
) (

ω̃ + r (2)
1 (ξ ) τ + O(τ 3/2)

)
. (4.47)

We are interested in the case that ξ is a real vector and τ is a real scalar. In the case that the coefficients
of the two Puiseux series in (4.47) and the coefficients of the polynomial ω̃ + �1(τξ ) + t2(τξ , τξ ) +
· · · in (4.45), as a function of τ , are real, one obtains one frequency of 0% transmission and two
frequencies of 100% transmission,

a j = 0 :

{
ω̃ + r (1)

1 (ξ ) τ + O(τ 3/2) = 0

ω̃ + r (2)
1 (ξ ) τ + O(τ 3/2) = 0

(zero reflection),

b j = 0 : ω̃ + �1(ξ ) τ + t2(ξ , ξ ) τ 2 + · · · = 0 (zero transmission).

(4.48)

Zero transmission at the guided-mode pair (T (κ0, ω0) = 0) occurs when b′
1 = b′

2 = 0. This case
is analyzed similarly.

2. Resonant amplification

Resonant amplification can be measured by the ratio |�out|/|� in| when it becomes unbounded.
We assume now that � in is analytic at (κ, ω) = (κ0, ω0) with � in(κ0, ω0) �= 0. In (4.16), the term
h PresC� in is an analytic multiple of an analytic eigenvector �̂ of B corresponding to the simple
eigenvalue �, (

h PresC� in
)
(κ, ω) = α(κ, ω)�̂(κ, ω) ,

so that

�out = S� in = α(κ, ω)

ω − ω0 + g(κ)
�̂(κ, ω) + (

R PregC� in) (κ, ω),

in which g(κ) := �1(κ̃) + �2(κ̃, κ̃) + . . . . The second term is bounded, and thus we may neglect it
when seeking the dominant behavior of the ratio |�out|/|� in|, when this is large. We might as well
take |�̂(κ0, ω0)| = 1 to obtain

A :=
∣∣∣∣ α(κ, ω)

ω − ω0 + g(κ)

∣∣∣∣ ∼ |�out|
|� in| (when|�out| � |� in|). (4.49)

The quantity A is the field amplification indicator.
The dominant behavior of A near (κ0, ω0) is distinguished according to the two cases above,

namely, whether the scattering problem is solvable at (κ0, ω0) or not. Solvability means that
α(κ0, ω0) = 0, or that the coefficient α0 in the Taylor series of α vanishes,

α(κ, ω) = α0 + ακ · κ̃ + αωω̃ + . . . .
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We have seen that α0 = 0 exactly when PresC�in(κ0, ω0) = 0, or

α0 = 0 ⇐⇒ � in(κ0, ω0) ∈ N = span{v+p, v−p, �
g}.

When κ = κ0, i.e., κ̃ = 0, ω0 is a frequency embedded in the continuum, and A simplifies to

A =
∣∣∣∣α0 + αωω̃ + . . .

ω̃

∣∣∣∣ (along κ̃ = 0). (4.50)

Field amplification has particularly singular behavior when one approaches (κ0, ω0) along the
transmission anomaly, which, to linear order, is the relation ω̃ + �1(κ̃) = 0. Write g in its real and
imaginary parts (when evaluated at real (κ, ω)):

g(κ) = g1(κ̃) + ig2(κ̃).

When (κ, ω) lies on the surface ω̃ + g1(κ̃) = 0, A reduces to

A =
∣∣∣∣α0 + ακ · κ̃ − αωg1(κ̃) + . . .

Im �2(κ̃, κ̃) + O(|κ̃ |3)

∣∣∣∣ (along ω̃ + g1(κ̃) = 0). (4.51)

The amplification is generically either linear or quadratic in |κ̃ |−1, depending on whether α0 vanishes
or not. The behavior of the field amplification indicator is summarized in the following table, where
in the right column we assume Im �2(κ̃, κ̃) �= 0 for κ̃ �= 0.

κ̃ = 0 (ω̃ → 0) ω̃ + g1(κ̃) = 0 (κ̃ → 0)
α0 = 0 No amplification Generically A ∼ c

|κ̃ |
α0 �= 0 A ∼ α0

ω̃
A ∼ c

|κ̃ |2

V. NON-DEGENERACY OF GUIDED MODES

True guided modes, which decay exponentially with distance from the defect layer, occur at
real wavevector-frequency pairs (κ, ω) on the dispersion relation D(κ, ω) = det B(κ, ω) = 0. They
are non-degenerate in two ways, described by Theorems 4.3 and 4.4, whose proofs are given below.

Theorem 4.3 states that any zero eigenvalue of B(κ, ω) for (κ, ω) ∈ R3 is simple, and it gives
necessary and sufficient conditions on the incoming field � in that guarantee that the scattering
problem has a solution. Theorem 4.4 states that the analytic eigenvalue �(κ, ω) of B(κ, ω) that
vanishes at (κ0, ω0) ∈ R3 has a nonzero derivative in ω at (κ0, ω0), ∂�

∂ω
(κ0, ω0) �= 0 .

Proof of Theorem 4.3. Let �g be a nonzero solution of (T P− − P+)�g = 0, and set

P−�g = u−pv−p + u−ev−e ,

P+�g = u+pv+p + u+ev+e.

Using the energy-interaction matrix (3.18) and the flux-unitarity of T, one computes

−|u−p|2 = [P−�g, P−�g] = [T P−�g, T P−�g] = [P+�g, P+�g] = |u+p|2,
which implies that u− p = u+ p = 0. The equation (T P− − P+)�g = 0 now implies that u−eT v−e =
u+ev+e, and since �g is nonzero and T is invertible, one concludes that T −1v+e = s v−e, where
s = u−e/u+e �= 0. This proves that the nullspace is one-dimensional.

The solution (4.10) to the Maxwell ODEs is seen to have boundary values ψ g(0) = ug
−ev−e =

P−e�
g and ψ g(L) = ug

+ev+e = P+e�
g and therefore is the field corresponding to the boundary

conditions defined by (�out, � in) = (�g, 0).
By the Fredholm alternative, there exists a solution of (4.7) if and only if (T P+ − P−)� in is

flux-orthogonal to the nullspace of (T P− − P+)[∗]. Now, (T P− − P+)[∗] = P [∗]
− T −1 − P [∗]

+ , and by
(3.24),

P [∗]
− = P−p + P+e, P [∗]

+ = P+p + P−e,
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and P [∗]
− and P [∗]

+ are complementary projections. Thus,

� ∈ Null
(
(T P− − P+)[∗]

) ⇐⇒ {P [∗]
+ � = 0 and P [∗]

− T −1� = 0}
⇐⇒ {� ∈ RanP [∗]

− = span{v−p, v+e} and T −1� ∈ RanP [∗]
+ = span{v+p, v−e}}

⇐⇒ {
� = av+e and T −1� = bv−e for some a, b ∈ C

}
.

The final equivalence is due to the equality [�, �] = [T− 1�, T− 1�] and the flux interactions
between modes given in (3.18). In words, Null

(
(T P−−P+)[∗]

)
consists of the set of boundary data

at z = L of all guided modes. In conclusion,

Null
(
(T P−−P+)[∗]

) = P+ (Null(T P−−P+)) = span{v+e}.
Now let � in = j+pv+p + j+ev+e + j−pv−p + j−ev−e be given, then

(T P+ − P−)� in = j+pT v+p + j+eT v+e − j−pv−p − j−ev−e .

The condition that (T P+ − P−)� in is flux-orthogonal to the nullspace of (T P− − P+)[∗] is that
[(T P+ − P−)� in, v+e] = 0, under the condition that T −1v+e = s v−e. Using the flux relations again
yields

0= [ j+pT v+p + j+eT v+e− j−pv−p − j−ev−e, v+e]= [ j+pv+p + j+ev+e, T −1v+e]− j−e[v−e, v+e]

= j+e s[v+e, v−e] − j−e[v−e, v+e] = j+e s − j−e ,

which, in view of s = u− e/u+ e proves the relation in part 2.
To prove that the algebraic multiplicity of the zero eigenvalue is 1, one shows that the nullspace

and the range of TP− − P+ intersect trivially. Now, Ran(T P− − P+) = Null(P [∗]
− T −1 − P [∗]

+ )[⊥],
and

�∈Null(P [∗]
− T −1−P [∗]

+ ) ⇐⇒ {� ∈ RanP [∗]
− =span{v−p, v+e} and T −1� ∈ RanP [∗]

+ ={v+p, v−e}}
⇐⇒ {

� = av+e and T −1�=bv−e for some a, b ∈ C
}

.

Since T −1v+e = s v−e, one concludes that Null(P [∗]
− T −1−P [∗]

+ ) = span{v+e}. Therefore,

� ∈ Ran(T P− − P+) ⇐⇒ 0 = [�, v+e] = [P−e�, v+e]

and thus Ran(T P− − P+) = span{v−p, v+p, v+e}, which does not contain the generator of the
nullspace of (TP− − P+ ), which is sv−e + v+e (s �= 0).

Proof of Theorem 4.4. Set B = TP− − P+ . Suppose B(κ, ω) is noninvertible at a real pair
(κ0, ω0). Then by Theorem 4.3 the zero eigenvalue of B(κ0, ω0) is an algebraically simple eigenvalue.
Thus because B(κ, ω) is analytic in a complex neighborhood of (κ0, ω0) then by perturbation
theory there exists a unique eigenvalue �(κ, ω) of B(κ, ω) such that lim(κ,ω)→(κ0,ω0) �(κ, ω) = 0.
Furthermore, by perturbation theory this eigenvalue of B(κ, ω) is algebraically simple and analytic
in a complex neighborhood of (κ0, ω0). Now for the rest of the proof we fix κ = κ0 with primed
functions denoting the derivative with respect to ω at ω0.

Let �g be any eigenvector in the one-dimensional nullspace of B(ω). Then by perturbation
theory there exists an analytic eigenvector �(ω) of B(ω) corresponding to the eigenvalue �(ω) in a
complex neighborhood of ω = ω0 such that �(ω) = �g . Now differentiating the relation

(�(ω)I − B(ω))�(ω) = 0

with respect to ω, evaluating at ω0, and using the fact that �(ω0) = 0 yields

(�′(ω0)I − B ′(ω0))�g − B(ω0)� ′(ω0) = 0 . (5.1)

Convenient is the notation �g = �
g
− + �

g
+, with T �

g
− = �

g
+, where P−�g = �

g
− = ug

−ev−e and
P+�g = �

g
+ = ug

+ev+e. In particular, since T is invertible this implies ug
−e, ug

+e �= 0.
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Applying [�g
+, ·] to (5.1) leads to

�′(ω0)[�g
+, �g] − [�g

+, B ′(ω0)�g] − [B(ω0)[∗]�
g
+, � ′(ω0)] = 0 .

Because B[∗] = P [∗]
− T −1 − P [∗]

+ for real ω, one obtains

�′(ω0)[�g
+, �

g
−] = [�g

+, B ′(ω0)�g] .

Observe that [�g
+, �

g
−] = [ug

+ev+e, ug
−ev−e] = ug

+eug
−e �= 0. To prove that �′(ω0) �= 0, it suffices to

prove that [�g
+, B ′(ω0)�g] �= 0. We prove this by considering the three terms in the right side of the

identity

[(T P− − P+)′�g, �
g
+] = [T ′ P−�g, �

g
+] + [T P ′

−�g, �
g
+] − [P ′

+�g, �
g
+]

= [T ′�g
−, �

g
+] + [P ′

−�g, �
g
−] − [P ′

+�g, �
g
+] . (5.2)

To treat the first term in the latter expression, use the fact that for the canonical Maxwell ODEs
(3.5) its transfer matrix T(0, z) satisfies the matrix ODE − iJdT(0, z)/dz = A(z; ω)T(0, z) with
T(0, 0) = I so that for real ω by differentiating both sides of this matrix ODE with respect to ω we
obtain for T(0, z) the identity

∂

∂z

(
T ∗(i J )

∂T

∂ω

)
= T ∗ ∂ A

∂ω
T, (5.3)

from which it follows that∫ L

0

(
A′ψ1(z), ψ2(z)

)
dz = −i

(
J T ′ψ1(0), ψ2(L)

)
.

where A′ is an abbreviation for ∂ A
∂ω

(z; ω0). Application of this identity to the guided-mode solution
ψg(z) yields

[T ′�g
−, �

g
+] = c

16π

(
J T ′�g

−, �
g
+
) = c

16π i

∫ L

0

(
∂ A

∂ω
(z; ω0)ψ g(z), ψ g(z)

)
dz . (5.4)

To deal with the other two terms of (5.2), one needs a general fact about derivatives of projections:

P ′
∓ = P+ P ′

∓ P− + P−P ′
∓ P+ .

The term [P ′
−�g, �

g
−] becomes

[P ′
−�g, �

g
−] = [P ′

−�
g
−, P [∗]

+ �
g
−] + [P ′

−�
g
+, P [∗]

− �
g
−]

= [P ′
−�

g
−, �

g
−] = [P ′

−e�
g
−, �

g
−] .

The final equality follows from P− = P− e + P− p and

[P ′
−p�

g
−, �

g
−] = [(P+ + P−e)P ′

−p P−p�
g
−, �

g
−] + [P−p P ′

−p(P+ + P−e)�g
−, �

g
−]

= [P−p P ′
−p�

g
−, �

g
−] = [P ′

−p�
g, P−p�

g
−] = 0 .

Define an analytic eigenvector of K(ω) for ω in a neighborhood of ω0 by

�−(ω) := P−e(ω)�g
− , �−(ω0) = �

g
− .

The corresponding analytic eigenvalue k− e(ω) has negative imaginary part for ω near ω0. Differen-
tiating the equation (K − k− e)� − = 0 and evaluating at ω0 yield(

K ′ − k ′
−e

)
�

g
− + (K − k−e) P ′

−e�
g
− = 0 .

which, upon applying [·, �g
−] yields

[K ′�g
−, �

g
−] + [K P ′

−e�
g
−, �

g
−] = k∗

−e[P ′
−e�

g
−, �

g
−] ,
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and then using the flux-self-adjointness of K,

(k∗
−e − k−e)[P ′

−e�
g
−, �

g
−] = [K ′�g

−, �
g
−] = c

16π

(
J K ′�g

−, �
g
−
)

= c

16π i
(k∗

−e − k−e)
∫ 0

−∞
ei(k−e−k∗

−e)z
(
J K ′�g

−, �
g
−
)

dz

= c

16π i
(k∗

−e − k−e)
∫ 0

−∞

(
J K ′�g

−eik−ez, �
g
−eik−ez

)
dz = c

16π i
(k∗

−e − k−e)
∫ 0

−∞

(
A′ψ g(z), ψ g(z)

)
dz,

where the latter equality follows from Theorem A.1. Thus we conclude that

[P ′
−�g, �

g
−] = [P ′

−e�
g
−, �

g
−] = c

16π i

∫ 0

−∞

(
A′ψ g(z), ψ g(z)

)
dz . (5.5)

A similar calculation is valid for the third term of (5.2): define �+(ω) := P+e(ω)�g
+. The

differentiated eigenvalue problem at ω = ω0 is(
K ′ − k ′

+e

)
�

g
+ + (K − k+e) P ′

+e�
g
+ = 0 ,

and Im (k+ e) > 0 near ω0. Application of [·, �g
+] yields

[K ′�g
+, �

g
+] + [K P ′

+e�
g
+, �

g
+] = k∗

+e[P ′
+e�

g
+, �

g
+] ,

and the calculation

(k∗
+e − k+e)[P ′

+e�
g
+, �

g
+] = [K ′�g

+, �
g
+] = c

16π

(
J K ′�g

+, �
g
+
)

= − c

16π i
(k∗

+e − k+e)
∫ ∞

L
ei(k+e−k∗

+e)(z−L)
(
J K ′�g

+, �
g
+
)

dz

= − c

16π i
(k∗

+e − k+e)
∫ ∞

L

(
J K ′�g

+eik+e(z−L), �
g
+eik+e(z−L)

)
dz

= − c

16π i
(k∗

+e − k+e)
∫ ∞

L

(
A′ψ g(z), ψ g(z)

)
dz,

where the latter equality follows from Theorem A.1. Thus we conclude that

− [P ′
+�g, �

g
+] = −[P ′

+e�
g
+, �

g
+] = c

16π i

∫ ∞

L

(
A′ψ g(z), ψ g(z)

)
dz. (5.6)

In conclusion, since the integral is real-valued, (5.2) together with Eqs. (5.4)–(5.6) yield

[�g
+, (T P− − P+)′�g] = ic

16π

∫ ∞

−∞

(
A′ψ g(z), ψ g(z)

)
dz.

and Theorem 4.2 implies

c

16π

∫ ∞

−∞

(
A′ψ g(z), ψ g(z)

)
dz =

∫ ∞

−∞
U g(z) dz > 0.

The proof now follows from these facts. �
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APPENDIX: THE MAXWELL ODEs AND EM ENERGY IN LAYERED MEDIA

In this appendix we discuss the reduction of the time-harmonic Maxwell’s equations (3.1) to
the canonical Maxwell ODEs (3.5) (i.e., the reduced Maxwell’s equations) and the dependence of
the solutions and energy density on the system parameters.

The reduction method essentially comes from the theory of linear differential-algebraic equa-
tions (DAEs) where, via a linear transformation, solutions to a system of DAEs are the solutions
to a system of linear ODEs. Although it is known for layered media, Maxwell’s equations can be
reduced to a system of linear ODEs and their solutions are given in terms of the transfer matrix,2

it has not been clearly shown until now how these ODEs and their solutions are connected to the
most important physical attributes of energy flux and energy density. This connection is of vital im-
portance in the study of dissipation, dispersion, and scattering in layered media. Thus we carry out
a rigorous analysis of these connections deriving results that are needed in this paper, for instance,
to prove Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and A.1 which are needed to prove two of our main results, namely,
Theorems 4.4 and 4.5.

In this paper, frequency-independent and z-dependent material tensors ε, μ are Hermitian
matrix-valued functions which are bounded (measurable) and coercive, that is, there exist constants
c1, c2 > 0 such that

0 < c1 I ≤ ε(z), μ(z) ≤ c2 I,

for all z ∈ R. We are considering Maxwell’s equations in Cartesian coordinates, Gaussian units, and
one-dimensional layered media whose plane parallel layers have positively directed normal vector
e3. The electromagnetic fields will be written as column vectors.

We consider solutions of the time-harmonic Maxwell’s equations (3.1) of the form[
E(r)
H(r)

]
=
[

E(z)
H (z)

]
ei(k1x+k2 y−ωt),

for k‖ = (k1, k2, 0) ∈ C2 and ω ∈ C \ {0}. Set κ = (k1, k2). Their z-dependent factors are solutions
to the linear differential–algebraic equations (DAEs)

i−1 d

dz
G

[
E (z)
H (z)

]
= V (z; κ, ω)

[
E (z)
H (z)

]
, (A1)

where G and V (z; κ, ω) are the block matrices

G =
[

0 ie3×
−ie3× 0

]
, V (z; κ, ω) = ω

c

[
ε (z) 0
0 μ (z)

]
+
[

0 k‖×
−k‖× 0

]
. (A2)

In particular, these are DAEs and not ODEs since det G = 0. As the theory of solutions of DAEs
is not as well known as for ODEs, we will only briefly describe below the solutions to these DAEs
without explicit reference to the general theory of solutions of DAEs being used.

We begin by introducing the matrices P‖ : C6 → C4, P⊥ : C6 → C2 which map the z-
dependent factors F = [E, H]T onto their tangential components ψ = [E1, E2, H1, H2]T and
normal components φ = [E3, H3]T, respectively, that is,

P‖F = ψ, P⊥F = φ,

where

P‖ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦, P⊥ =

[
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

]
. (A3)

Then any factor F may be represented in block form as

F =
[

ψ

φ

]
(A4)
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and G, V (suppressing the explicit dependence on the parameters) with respect to this block form
can be written as the block matrices

G =
[

J 0
0 0

]
, V =

[
V‖‖ V‖⊥
V⊥‖ V⊥⊥

,

]
(A2′)

where the block components are defined in (A7). Next, we introduce the Schur complement of this
block representation of V with respect to the block V⊥⊥, i.e.,

A = V‖‖ − V‖⊥ (V⊥⊥)−1 V⊥‖, (A5)

and the matrix

� = − (V⊥⊥)−1 V⊥‖, (A6)

where

J = P‖G P∗
‖ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0
0 −1 0 0
1 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , (A7)

V⊥⊥ = P⊥V P∗
⊥ = ω

c

[
ε33 0
0 μ33

]
,

V‖‖ = P‖V P∗
‖ = ω

c

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

ε11 ε12 0 0
ε21 ε22 0 0
0 0 μ11 μ12

0 0 μ21 μ22

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ,

V‖⊥ = P‖V P∗
⊥ = ω

c

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

ε13 0
ε23 0
0 μ13

0 μ23

⎤
⎥⎥⎦+

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

0 k2

0 −k1

−k2 0
k1 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ,

V⊥‖ = P⊥V P∗
‖ = ω

c

[
ε31 ε32 0 0
0 0 μ31 μ32

]
+
[

0 0 −k2 k1

k2 −k1 0 0

]
.

In particular, the following Hermitian property holds:

A∗ = A, for every (z, κ, ω) ∈ R × R2 × R/{0}. (A8)

Now in the block form (A2′) the DAEs (A1) become[
i−1 J dψ

dz
0

]
=
[

V‖‖ V‖⊥
V⊥‖ V⊥⊥

][
ψ

φ

]
. (A1′)

Therefore, the solutions F = [E, H]T to the DAEs (A1) are precisely those satisfying

i−1 J dψ

dz = Aψ, ψ ∈ (ACloc (R))4 ,

φ = �ψ,

whose tangential and normal components are

P‖F = ψ, P⊥F = φ.

Here (ACloc (R))4 denotes the space of column vectors whose entries are locally absolutely contin-
uous functions of z. On the other hand, from any solution of the canonical Maxwell ODEs

i−1 J
dψ

dz
= Aψ, ψ ∈ (ACloc (R))4 , (A9)

we get a solution F = [E, H]T to the DAEs by setting

F = P∗
‖ ψ + P∗

⊥�ψ (A10)
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and, in particular, its tangential and normal components are

P‖F = ψ, P⊥F = �ψ. (A11)

Now for the proofs in this paper we need to describe the dependency of the solutions of the
canonical Maxwell ODEs and DAEs as well as the energy density on the parameters (κ, ω) ∈
C2 × C \ {0}. The solutions of the Maxwell ODEs are given in terms of the 4 × 4 transfer matrix
T (z0, z; κ, ω) via matrix multiplication

ψ (z) = T (z0, z; κ, ω) ψ0, ψ (z0) = ψ0,

where T (z0, ·; κ, ω) is the unique solution to the integral equation

T (z0, z; κ, ω) = I4 + ∫ z
z0

i J−1 A (z1; κ, ω) T (z0, z1; κ, ω) dz1,

T (z0, ·; κ, ω) ∈ M4 (ACloc (R)) .

Here M4 (ACloc (R)) denotes the space of 4 × 4 matrices whose entries are locally absolutely
continuous functions of z. This transfer matrix is given explicitly by the Peano-Baker series

T (z0, z; κ, ω) = I4 +
∞∑
j=1

I j (z0, z; κ, ω) , (A12)

where

I1 (z0, z; κ, ω) = ∫ z
z0

i J−1 A (z1; κ, ω) dz1,

I j (z0, z; κ, ω) = ∫ z
z0

i J−1 A (z1; κ, ω) I j−1 (z0, z1; κ, ω) dz1 for j ≥ 2,

and this series converges uniformly and absolutely on any compact interval in R in the L∞ norm
‖ · ‖∞ since

A (·; κ, ω) ∈ M4
(
L∞ (R)

)
. (A13)

More specifically, from our hypotheses of our materials tensors being bounded, coercive, and
independent of the parameters (κ, ω) then it follows from the representation of A in (A5) that

A ∈ O(C2 × C \ {0} , M4
(
L∞ (R)

)
). (A14)

Here O denotes holomorphic functions. Hence it follows from this and the fact that the series (A12)
converges uniformly and absolutely on any compact interval in R in the L∞ norm ‖ · ‖∞, that

T (z0, z; ·, ·) ∈ O(C2 × C \ {0} , M4 (C)) and

T (z0, ·; ·, ·) ∈ O(C2 × C \ {0} , M4
(
L∞

loc (R)
)
).

Now we can describe the dependency of the solutions of the Maxwell ODEs and DAEs on the
parameters (κ, ω) ∈ C2 × C \ {0} as well as the associated energy density for such solutions. Let
� ∈ C4. Then it follows from the facts above that

ψ (·; κ, ω) = T (z0, ·; κ, ω) � ∈ (ACloc (R))4

is a solution of the Maxwell ODEs (A9),

F (·; κ, ω) = P∗
‖ ψ (·; κ, ω) + P∗

⊥� (·; κ, ω) ψ (·; κ, ω)

is a solution to the DAEs (A1), and

ψ ∈ O(C2 × C \ {0} , (L∞
loc(R))4), F ∈ O(C2 × C \ {0} ,

(
L∞

loc (R)
)6

). (A15)

In particular, this implies the energy density of the electromagnetic field associated with F (·; κ, ω) =
[E (·; κ, ω) , H (·; κ, ω)]T , namely,

U (·; κ, ω) = 1

16π
((ε (·) E (·; κ, ω) , E (·; κ, ω)) + (μ (·) H (·; κ, ω) , H (·; κ, ω))) (A16)
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is continuous on any compact interval in R in the L∞ norm ‖ · ‖∞, i.e.,

U ∈ C(C2 × C \ {0} , L∞
loc (R)), (A17)

a result that is needed in the proof of Theorem 3.2.
We now conclude this appendix with a key new result, needed in the proof of Theorems 3.3 and

4.4, on the representation of the energy density in a periodic medium in terms of spatial averaging
and the Floquet theory. This result, described in the next theorem, is an extension of Theorems 3.1
and 3.2 for one-dimensional photonic crystals.

Theorem A.1 (Energy density: Indicator matrix representation). Let T(0, z) be the transfer
matrix for the Maxwell ODEs (3.5) of a d-periodic layered medium satisfying (3.3), i.e., bounded
measurable coercive ε and μ depending only on z and d-periodic. Suppose at a parallel wavevector
κ0 ∈ R2 the transfer matrix has a Floquet representation T(0, z) = F(z)eiKz, i.e., F(z + d) = F(z),
F(z) = I, and K is constant in z, such that K = K(ω) is both analytic in a complex neighborhood of
a frequency ω0 ∈ R/{0} and self-adjoint with respect to the energy-flux form [ · , · ] for real ω near
ω0. Then for any integer N,

c

16π

∫ Nd

0

(
∂ A

∂ω
(z; κ0, ω0)ψ1(z), ψ2(z)

)
dz =

∫ Nd

0

[
d K

dω
(ω0)ei K (ω0)zψ1(0), ei K (ω0)zψ2(0)

]
dz,

(A18)
for any two solutions ψ1, ψ2 of the Maxwell ODEs at (κ0, ω0).

Proof. The proof essentially follows from the fact that for any canonical ODEs

−i J
d

dz
φ(z) = M(z; ω)φ(z), (A19)

with M(ω) := M( · ; ω) analytic in ω near ω0 (i.e., bounded measurable entries as a function of z and
analytic in ω as a function into the Banach space L∞(R)) which is self-adjoint for a.e. z for each
real ω near ω0, its transfer matrix Y(0, z; ω) for real ω near ω0 satisfies the identity

∂

∂z

(
Y ∗(i J )

∂Y

∂ω

)
= Y ∗ ∂ M

∂ω
Y, (A20)

and hence for any z > 0 this identity combined with the fact Y(0, 0; ω) = I implies∫ ±z

0

(
∂ M

∂ω
(z; ω)ψ1(z), ψ2(z)

)
dz = ±

(
Y (0,±z; ω)∗(i J )

∂Y

∂ω
(0,±z; ω)ψ1(0), ψ2(0)

)
, (A21)

for any two solutions φ1, φ2 of those canonical ODEs at ω.
Now we use the fact that both M(·; ω) = A(·; κ0, ω) and M( · ; ω) = JK(ω) satisfy the hypotheses

with the latter having transfer matrix eiK(ω)z and so we find by taking z = ± Nd with N a positive
integer and using the fact T(0, ± Nd, ω) = eiK(ω)( ± Nd) that

c

16π

∫ ±Nd

0

(
∂ A

∂ω
(z; κ0, ω0)ψ1(z), ψ2(z)

)
dz

= ± c

16π

(
T (0,±Nd; ω0)∗(i J )

∂T

∂ω
(0,±Nd; ω0)ψ1(0), ψ2(0)

)
(A22)

= ± c

16π

(
(ei K (ω0)(±Nd))∗(i J )

∂ei K (ω)z

∂ω
(0,±Nd; ω0)ψ1(0), ψ2(0)

)
(A23)

= c

16π

∫ ±Nd

0

(
∂ J K

∂ω
(z; ω0)ei K (ω0)zψ1(0), ei K (ω0)zψ2(0)

)
dz (A24)

=
∫ ±Nd

0

[
∂K

∂ω
(z; ω0)ei K (ω0)zψ1(0), ei K (ω0)zψ2(0)

]
dz, (A25)

for any two solutions ψ1, ψ2 of the Maxwell ODEs at (κ0, ω0). This completes the proof. �
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